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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
Several lines of approach have been employed in the
study
of individual differences in cognitive processes.

One approach

has been that of Witkin and his associates (Witkin,
Lewis,

Hertzman, Machover, F.^eissner, & Wapner, 1954) who have invest-

igated the perceptual preference dimension of

independence

.

f ield-deperdence-

This dimension refers to an individual's depend-

ence upon or independence from use of particular environmental

cues in organizins^ one's perceptions.

In recent years, this

dimension has been broadened into the more generalized deveopmental process of "psychological differentiation" (V/itkin, Dyk,
Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962).

The importance of this

dimension is that it does not remain limited to perception,
but impinges upon cognition, intelligence, personality and
social behavior.
A second approach to cognitive style research is that of

Gardner and his colleagues at the Kenninger Foundation and New
York University (Gardner, 1962; Gardner, Holzman, Klein, Linton,
& Spence, 1959; Gardner, Jackson, & Kessick, I960).

These in-

vestigators have employed an underlying ego-psychoanalytic
,

rationale in their research of the individually stable preferences for v/ays of organizing experience.

They have been con-

cerned with the perceptual bases of cognitive styles, which
they conceive as perceptual attitudes or cognitive controls.

2

The present investigation fits into a third approach

initiated by Kagan,

vrho

is concerned v/ith individual differ-

ences in processing the informational demands of the environ-

ment (Kagan, 1965a; Kagan, 1966a; Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert,
& Phillips, 196^).

Kagan has described an individual differ-

ence dimension referred to as Reflection- Impulsivity (R-l).

This dimension refers to an individual's tendency to consis-

tently respond slov/ly or quickly in situations v/hich have
high response uncertainty.
Research on the R-I dimension has most generally been

conducted in the visual modality with little attention given
to its investigation in other modalities.

igation

v/ill

The present invest-

extend research of the R-I dimension into the

haptic modality and explore the possibility of training a

Reflective strategy of information processing in both the

visual and the haptic modalities.

In addition, the transfer

of training across modalities v;ill be explored.

R-I De finition

Initial interest in R-I research derived from earlier

work on a dimension of conceptual style knov/n as the 'tendency
to analysis (Kagan, Koss, & Sigel, 1963; Kagan et al, 196^).

This style represents the "tendency ... to differentiate the

stimulus environment, in contrast to categorizations that
are based on the stimulus as-a-v/hole" (Kagan

et.

al,

1963t p.7^)«

It was suggested that the analytic conceptual style was

dependent upon two antecedents; a predilection to reflect over

3

alternative possibilities and a tendency to visual analysis,

defined as the fractionating of visual stimuli into figural
and background components.

In subsequent research, Kagan

shifted his interest from the investigation of the produc-

tion of analytic concepts to the study of its major antecedent,
reflection, and this new dimension he called R-I.

This dim-

ension is primarily a conceptual tempo or decision time variable v/hich describes a S's consistent tendency to display
slov/ or

fast response decision times in problem situations

having a high degree of response uncertainty.

In other v/ords,

in situations involving a choice among several alternatives
and uncertainty as to which alternative is correct, it has

been found that certain individuals consistently take a long
time before making a response whereas other individuals con-

sistently respond to the first reasonable alternative v/hich
comes to mind.

The slow re spenders have come to be known as

Reflectives and the fast responders Impulsives.

Actually, in

most research, a dual criterion has been employed for the def-

inition of the R-I dimension.

Reflectives are those Ss v/hose

response times are above the median and whose error scores are

below the median for their age range.

Impulsives are classified

as Ss whose response times are below the median and v/hose error

scores are above the median for their age grouping.

This dual

criterion permits refinement of the definition by ruling out
small extreme groups, i.e. very intelligent people who respond

very quickly and make few errors, and extremely slow responders

.

who still make many errors.

Measures of R-I
To investigate this variable, Kagan has most often

utilized the Matching Familiar Figures test

{I'FF)

,

a visual

match- to- sample test containing a standard and a set of six
alternatives, only one of which is identical to the standard.
The other alternatives differ from the standard in one detail.
The child is presented with the standard and the alternatives

simultaneously and is asked to choose the one alternative that
is exactly like the standard.

The dependent measures recorded

are the total number of errors for each of the 12 different

sets of standards and alternatives and the latency to the

first response of each set.
Tv;o

other tasks, the Design Recall Test (DRT) and the

Haptic Visual hatching test (HVM), have also been used by

Kagan in studies of R-I.
shown to

S

array of

8,

In the DRT, a geometric design is

An

for 5 seconds and then removed for 15 seconds.
9,

or 10 highly similar variants is then presented

and S is asked to choose the design initially displayed.

an incorrect design is chosen,
is asked to choose again.

S is

If

told that he is v/rong and

The total number of errors and the

average latency to the first response for the 12 test items
are reported.

The DRT is thus seen to be similar to the MFF

in its match-to-sample quality and differs from the MFF only
in its memory component.

The HVM is similarly a match-to-sample

task but in this task the R-I dimension is measured cross-modally

5

The alternatives are presented visually and are to be "matched
to a haptically presented standard.

Consistency for recognition errors across the three tasks
has generally been high (coefficients ranging betv/een .30 and
.60 for different groups of Ss) and even higher inter-task

consistency for response times (correlations between .60 and
•80) has been reported.

In addition, Kagan reports that there

are always high negative correlations betv/een response time

and errors on tasks like the MFF and the HVM.

These usually

range betv/een -.^0 and -.65 (Kagan, 1965a5 1966a; Kagan & Kogan,
1970).

The association holds because the tasks are sufficiently

difficult to insure that children who respond quickly are likely
to be inaccurate.

Another relationship displayed by Ss using these measures
of R-I is the increasing disposition toward reflectivity as
the child matures.

Response times increase and recognition

errors decrease with age, over the age range

5 to 11

years, on

all three tasks.
G enerali t y and Stability of the R-I Dimension

Kagan has presented evidence for the stability

o*f

the

conceptual tempo dimension over periods as long as 20 months
(Kagan, 1966a).

Further support for R-I stability and gener-

ality comes from two recent studies.

It has been shown that

the tendency for reflection over alternative choices gener-

alizes to tasks in which the choices are generated by the

S

6

himself, and are not given in the task, as in the KFF or
HVM
(Kagan, 1965c),

Response times on a tachistoscopic recog-

nition task

highly correlated with response times on the

KFF.

v/ere

Evidence for the stability and generality of the R-I

dimension across tasks

v/ith

varying numbers of alternatives

has also been provided (Yando & Kagan, 1970),
the standard version of the

T.IFF

After giving

and classifying 2nd-grade Ss

as Reflective or Im.pulsive, different forms of the task were

presented.

In the first test,

Ss were shov/n standards v/ith

2

variants; in the second test, a week later, standards with

3

variants

variants

v/ere

v/ere

shown; for the third v/eek standards with

shov/n,

and so on for 10 consecutive v/eeks.

average correlation of ,70

v/as

the 10 weeks of administration.

An

found for response time across
In addition, it

v/as

found

that Impulsives responded more quickly and produced more errors

than did Reflectives regardless of task difficulty.
were presented to

shov/

Other data

that for the most part Ss retained

their initial classification for each of the 10 forms of the
MFF.

The consistently Reflective Ss showed no increase in

errors despite increasing difficulty across the 10 v/eeks while
the consistently Impulsive Ss showed no increase in response
tim.e v/ith

increasing task difficulty.

Relat ionship of R~I to Other Performance Me asures
Since discovering the existence of the R-I variable,

Kagan has performed several studies to investigate its relation-
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ship to various behaviors.

It has been shov;n that Impulsive

children make more errors of recognition in reading English
words presented singly or in prose selections (Kagan, 1965b).
First-grade children were shown a card containing five words,
one of vmich was read aloud by E.

The S's task was to point

to the vmrd on the card that E called out.

Ss v/ho displayed

long decision times and low error scores on the
were most accurate in the recognition of words.

h'.FF

(Reflectives)

This re-

lationship remained even after the influence of verbal skills
was partialled out.

One year later the same Ss v/ere given a

prose selection to be read and the same relationship held;

Reflectives made fewer reading errors than did Impulsives.
In tests of inductive reasoning (Kagan, Pearson, & V/elch,

1966a) it was also found that Impulsive children make more

errors than do Reflectives.

reasoning tasks.
shov/n three

First-graders

v/ere

given three

On a picture completion task the child was

pictures telling the beginning of a story and he

was asked to pick the one picture out of four that logically

completed the story.

In an extrapolation reasoning test, S

was shown a series of stimuli that

v/ere

linked by a principle.

He was also given a set of alternative stimuli and had to

select the one that would continue the series according to the

principle illustrated.

In the last test, the child was told

three attributes of an object and was asked to guess what the

object was.

On all three tasks, it was found that the Impul-
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sive children responded more quickly and made more
errors.
It has also been shovm that Impulsive children report

more incorrect words in a serial-recall task than do their

Reflective age-m.ates (Kagan, 1966b).

Kagan reports other data indicating a low negative cor-

relation between recognition errors on the three R-I measures
and verbal ability (mean scores on three verbal subtests of
the WISC; vocabulary, information and similarities).

This

relationship has typically been lower for boys than for girls.
Response times on the three tasks, however, have typically

been uncorrelated with verbal skills, coefficients generally
falling below -.20 (Kagan, 1965a; 1966a; Kagan & Kogan, 1970).

Meichenbaum & Goodman (1969)

i

on the other hand, reported

a significant relationship between intelligence and conceptual

tempo.

They found that those Ss who had quicker response time

on the

performed more poorly on the Primary Mental Abiliti

Test (PMA), while those Ss who made the fewest errors on the

KFF did better on the

PI/IA.

The PKA is a nonverbal test of

intelligence, with a format similar to the MFF, and therefore,
the relationship betv/een intelligence and conceptual tempo re-

mains to be clarified.
The analysis of the R-I dimension has been extended by
V/ard

(1968) to kindergarten children and has been found to

be reliable across test content (tasks not having the match-

to-sample quality) and testing atmosphere (evaluative and

permissive contexts).

Lewis, Rausch, Goldberg, & Dodd (1968)
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have extended the dimension even further and have discovered

significant sex differences in the cognitive styles of preschool children.

They found that pre-school boys who acted

impulsively made more errors than boys who reflected over
their decisions, independently of the IQs.

For girls, the

number of errors on the matching figures task
to response time but was related to IQ.

v;as

not related

These relationships,

however, have not held up with older Ss, as errors and response

times

v/ere

shown to be negatively correlated for both boys and

girls in the 1st-, 3rd-, and 4th-grades (Kagan, 1965c; Kagan
et al, 1964), and errors were negatively correlated with IQ
for boys in the 3rd-grade (Kagan et al, 1964).
In summary, studies have found that Impulsive children

do more poorly on several measures of performance including

reading, inductive reasoning and serial recall tasks.

Further-

more, the relationship of the R-I dimension and intellectual

ability is uncertain and requires additional clarification.
Messer (1970) has recently reported a study lending some
support to the suggestion that anxiety over task performance
is one of the determinants of an R-I disposition.

Kagan has

speculated that the Impulsive child is anxious over the

possibility of failure and responds quickly to avoid the discomfort he would feel during the delay needed for careful
decision.

Cesser's results, v/hile not confirming Kagan's

the
speculation, do indicate the importance of anxiety for
Anxiety was created by calling into question
R-I dimension.
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the adequacy of the intellectual performance of 3rd-grade

Reflective and Impulsive boys on an anagrams task.

The

subsequent performance on a second equivalent MFF was then
analyzed.

Boys of both orientations who

v/ere

told that

they performed successfully on the anagrams task showed a

decreased response time on the second MFF test whereas boys
who were made to believe they had failed the anagrams task
shov/ed an increased response time.

A control group, v/hich

had experienced neither success nor failure on the anagrams,

also showed an increased time to respond on the second

administration.

r.lFF

The control group, however, was shown by

an independent testing session to have interpreted the second
MFF as evidence of poor performance on the earlier administration.

It was thus found that those boys who were most likely

to be anxious over the quality of their performance showed
the largest increases in response times.

In addition, the

Impulsives who increased their response latencies also made
fewer errors than they made originally.

Reflectives

v/ho

increased their latencies made about the same number of errors
as previously, probably because of a floor effect.

Kagan (1966a) has postulated two other possible antecedents of R-I in addition to anxiety over task competence.
These are a constitutional predisposition toward Reflectivity
or Impulsivity, and the degree of involvement of the child in
the task.

Due to a lack of substantive research however, these

must remain only speculative possibilities.
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Microstructure of R~I

Although we now know that children can be classified
along the dimension of R-I, and that the Reflective child
delays longer before offering a response in situations con-

taining response uncertainty, what is it that the child is

doing during this period of delay?

That is, what kind of

behavior is the child engaging in during the preresponse
interval?

Several recent studies have been directed toward

ansv/ering these questions.

Siegelman (1969) examined the observing behaviors of

children classified as Reflective or Impulsive.

The IvTF was

administered in standard fashion to ^th-grade boys

v/ho v/ere

categorized using the dual criterion of response latency and

recognition errors.

Five weeks later a second administration

of the KFF was given by means of a button- pressing apparatus

which allowed assessment of observing responses.

In this task

the standard and variants appeared out of focus behind Lucite

glass v/indows.

The standard

v/as

positioned above the six var-

iants which were arranged into two rows of three.

Below each

window was a button which could be pressed to bring the corres-

ponding figure into clear focus.

The picture remained in focus

as long as the button remained pressed and the button could be

pressed for as long and as often as the

S

desired.

Each button

was wired to an event pen which recorded the frequency, duration
and sequencing of button presses.

ing time,

S

Following an unlimited look-

was allowed to make orly one choice and if it

v;as
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wrong, he was corrected by E.

Siegelman (1969) found that all
absolute measures of
frequency of observing behavior

(total looks, looks at the

standard, looks at the alternatives,
looks at the most frequently observed and chosen alternative)
favored the Reflect ives.
This was also true for all absolute
measures of duration of
observing behavior (total time, looking
time, time devoted to
standard, to alternatives, to the longest
observed and to the
chosen alternative).

When the groups were compared in terms of
the relative
deployment of the total amount of attention

available to them,

Reflectives were found to devote proportionately
less looking
time as well as fewer looks to the standard,
to the most often

observed alternative and to the alternative finally
chosen.
Other measures shov/ed that Impulsives ignored about
two
and one-half times as many alternatives per item
as did Reflec-

tives.

Finally, Reflectives took a longer time per look at

alternatives, v/hile both groups took about
at the standard.

The latter result

v/as

3

seconds per look

similar to that found

by Kagan (Kagan, 1965c; Kagan, Pearsor, & Welch, 1966a).

Nelson (1968), using an apparatus similar to that of Siegelmsn,
found comparable results regarding duration and frequency of

observing behavior with one exception; Reflectives spent less
time per look at the standard than Impulsives.

Drake (1970)

v;as

also interested in researching the micro-

structure of the R-I construct.

She was specifically concerned
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with whether and in

v/hat

way Reflective and Impulsive Ss

differed in visual regard and whether age affected the

behavioral definition of R-I,

Drake recorded the eye fix-

ations of Reflective and Impulsive 3rd-graders and college
students while they were performing with the MFF,

After

administering the MFF in normal fashion and categorizing Ss,
a TV screen was used for a second presentation to determine

whether a camera set-up would affect response times.

A third

MFF was administered using only four variants in an effort
to promote greater accuracy in recording eye fixations.

A

task similar to that of Vurpillot (1968) was also presented
in which S had to judge whether the members of a pair of fig-

ures were the same or different.

Again eye fixations were

recorded and latencies and errors were coded.
Drake (197O) reported her data in terms of 10 measures
of visual regard for the first 6 seconds (MFF) or ^ seconds
(pair items), as well as for the total performance up to the

response point.

This was carried out "in order to determine

whether any differences between impulsive and reflective
subjects might appear immediately during a constant p*eriod of
time at the very beginning of the task; or whether most found

differences would relate to the fact that the reflective person
chose to remain in the task situation for a longer period of

time" (p. 206).

Reflective children and Impulsive adults were found to
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allocate a larger portion of their visual regard to
the

standard stimulus during the first

6

seconds of performance

on the MFP than were Impulsive children and
Reflective adults.
Furthermore, Reflective children and Impulsive college

students

regarded a considerably larger area of the standard than
they
did of the variants looked at, while Impulsive children and
Reflective adults came closer to looking at an equal area on
both.

These two interaction effects for the first

on the

ViFF

6

seconds

are taken by Drake to indicate that Impulsive and

Reflective Ss employ different task strategies from the very

beginning.

The evidence thus opposes the notion that Reflective

Ss simply are duplicating and continuing same-aged Impulsive

S*s behavior for more extended periods of time.

The results

for third graders during the first 6 seconds of performance
are discrepant v/ith those presented by Siegelman (1969) and

Nelson (1968) since the latter found larger percentages of
looks and time spent on the standard by Impulsive s.

Drake

discusses these discrepancies in terms of methodological differences between the button-pressing and camera set-ups.
A great deal of other data for total performance, on both
the MFF and the pair items is presented to "indicate that the

reflective subjects* approaches to the task required them to

gather more information about the visual stimuli, and to gather
the information more carefully, than did the approaches of the

impulsive subjects.

Impulsive subjects were more content to
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take a stab at a decision before a great
deal of evidence was
in, and were less concerned about
rechecking the 'data* that
had been collected and that formed the basis
for their judgments. The impulsive individual then, was not
simply a 'faster
thinker* than his reflective age-mate" (Drake,
1970, p. 211).

It thus appears from the research presented
on the micro-

structure of the R-I dimension that Reflectives and
Impulsives

behave differently when performing on match- to-sample
tasks.
They not only exhibit differences in latency and errors,
but
also employ diverse observing response strategies when performing on these tasks.

The frequency and duration of observing

responses allocated to different stimuli are distinguishable
for the Reflective and Impulsive groups.

Modification of R-I
Modeling a nd characteristics of S

;

In recent years,

several

investigations have been concerned vdth attempting to modify an
individual's stance on the R-I dimension.

These attempts have

both theoretical (gaining knowledge of R-I antecedents and control
over an individual's behavior) and practical (im.pulsivity is cor-

related with poor performance on several types of tasks) implications.
In an early investigation (Kagan, Pearson, & V/elch, 1966b)

an attempt was made to modify an Impulsive orientation by the

trainer serving as a model and manipulating perceived similarity
and delay in responding.

First-grade Impulsive children were as-

signed to one of three conditions.

In the perceived similarity

situation, the trainer had tried to show the child that common
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attributes, preferences, and interests were
shared, and that
one of the preferences of the trainer
was reflection. A second
group did not receive the perceived similarity
training. Both
of these groups received three sessions
of 40-50 minutes
of

training in delay responding on the Haptic Visual
hatching task
(HVM), the Design Matching Task, and an
inductive reasoning

test.

The training procedure for delay consisted of the
trainer telling
S

not to respond for 15 seconds, but to study the stimuli
in

the task and to think about the answer during the
enforced

period of delay.

A third group received nurturance and approval

for their choices but no delay or similarity training.
test measures (a new version of

KiFF

On post-

and a Picture Completion

Reasoning task) taken 6-8 weeks after the final training session,
it was found that the trained Impulsive Ss (both groups) had

significantly longer

Iv!FF

response times than the untrained Impul-

sive Ss and their scores were not significantly different from

an untrained Reflective control group.

nition error scores
ing procedures.

v/ere

However, their KF? recog-

not significantly affected by the train•

The perceived similarity was not a very effec-

tive technique for inducing reflectivity although borderline

effects

v/ere

found for girls.

In addition, there was no gener-

alization of the training to the Picture Completion Reasoning
task for response latencies or error scores.

Debus (1970) exposed Impulsive

3i^<i-grade

children to the

verbal and behavioral cues and subsequent reinforcement contin-
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gencies of 6th-graders performing on the WF,
were used in several conditions.

Same sex models

Boys and girls who observed

a Reflective model showed increases in response
latency on an

immediate posttest.

In addition, girls who observed the con-

trasting patterns of two models (one Reflective and the other
Impulsive), or a model who changed her response pattern from

Impulsive to Reflective, showed latency increases on the immediate posttest.

These increases were maintained on a delayed

posttest (2i weeks later) only for those girls who saw a model
change her response pattern.

Some partial support for accom-

panying changes in recognition errors was found for those
children

v/ho

showed above median increases in latency from

the pretest to the immediate posttest.

Finally, generalization

of training did not appear; no significant differences were

found for latency or errors among the experimental and control

groups on the Design Recall Test.
Ridberg, Parke, and Hetherington (1971) also investigated
the effectiveness of modeling conditions in modifying the R-I

cognitive style.

Fourth-grade Reflective and Impulsive boys

were exposed to a filmed, 9-year old, male model

v/ho

responded

to KFF items in a style opposite to the S*s initial orientation.

That is, Reflective Ss saw a model respond quickly v/hile Impulsive Ss saw him respond slowly.

In both cases, the model re-

sponded correctly; thus, only the time element was manipulated.
Several other conditions were instituted in which the model

either verbalized his response strategies, displayed his actual
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scanning behavior by pointing with his finger
during the
decision-making or combined the two activities while

per-

forming on the MFF.

The results indicated that the modeling

conditions were effective in modifying both latency
and error
rates on subsequent KFF tests. Impulsive boys exposed
to a

Reflective model significantly increased their latencies
and

decreased their errors on an immediate posttest and maintained
these changes on the one-v;eek delayed posttest.

Exposure of

the Reflective boys to the Impulsive model resulted in signif-

icantly increased errors and unexpectedly increased latencies.
Both the findings require qualification due to the significant

relationship found between IQ and the changes shown.

High

and low IQ Ss responded differentially to the verbalization
and scanning cues displayed by the model.
One other recent study has investigated the effect of

another individual's behavioral characteristics on the R-I
dimension.

Yando and Kagan (I968) assessed the effect of

teacher tempo (Reflective or Impulsive) on pupil behavior.

Children were tested in the early fall and then again in the
late spring to determine if exposure to a teacher with a pre-

ferred strategy would influence the child's tempo.

It v/as

found that first-grade Im.pulsive boys taught by experienced

Reflective teachers made the largest increases in response
times on the

T-iFF.

Again hov/ever, as in other studiesi there

was no appreciable affect on error scores.
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Modification of R-I
Instructi ons, and rei n forcements;

The possibility of

altering a child's preferred response strategy through
training instructions and reinforcement was investigated
in
a

study by Briggs (1966).

Fourth-grade boys classified as

Reflective, Middle, or Impulsive on the MFF

v/ere

also admin-

istered the Wise Picture Arrangement (PA) subtest, a Draw-ALine test and a Time-Sstimation task.

Three treatment groups

were then given training on 17 sets of line drawings.

These

were complex geometric figures presented like MFF items, in
a match- to- sample format.

For all groups, S was told that

speed and accuracy in matching the training figures was re-

quired in order to receive reinforcement.

The E, hov/ever,

reinforced the child solely on the basis of his latency.
order for the S to believe that reinforcement
gent upon accuracy, the items

v/ere

v;as

also contin-

designed so that all were

highly similar to the standard, but none were identical.
S

In

After

made his response to each item a light panel was activated by

the E to deliver reinforcements.

If S v/as in the Reflective

training group he received green lights on speed and accuracy
for taking more time than he had on the two preceding trials.
If he did not meet the criterion, he got a red light for ac-

curacy and a green one for speed.
the printed advice,

The red light also showed

"Be more careful".

training group received

tv/o

Ss in the Impulsive

green lights if they decreased their
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response latencies over those of the

tv/o

previous trials.

If their latencies increased, they received
a green light
for accuracy and a red one for speed which
also illuminated
the message, "Guess sooner".
A control group received non-

contingent reinforcements.
Briggs (1966) found that the training procedures
were
highly successful in altering the response
latencies in the

direction of the training conditions.

These effects gener-

alized to latency and error scores on the MFF posttest
as well
as to latency measures on the WISC PA subtest.

The Draw-A-Line

and Time-Estimation tasks, which did not differentiate Ss on
the pretest, were not affected by the training.

Briggs also

found that the training attem.pts were less successful in get-

ting Impulsive boys to take more time than they

Reflectives to respond more slov/ly.
v/hen

Thus,

encouraged to delay their responses

v/ere

in getting

Impulsives even

v;ere

less able to do

so than were Reflectives.

The differential responsiveness of the Ss to the training
.

procedures employed by Briggs was the impetus for a study by
V/einberg (1968).

Weinberg felt that Briggs* results might be

a reflection of the specific training conditions used and the

motivational set employed for task involvement.

He thus mgm-

ipulated various incentive and reinforcement conditions while

training a Reflective strategy.

Specifically, fourth-grade

boys classified on the KFF as Impulsive, Middle, or Reflective
v/ere

assigned to one of four training conditions designed to
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make S

Reflective by reinforcing relatively longer
latencies than on the two preceding trials. In
a Control
raore

con-

dition, Ss were shown the Briggs complex geometric
designs and
were reinforced for longer latencies only
via light feedback.
In a Social Reinforcement condition, Ss received
social and

verbal approval in addition to light feedback when their
response latencies increased over those of the

tv/o

previous trials

A Mastery-Achievement Reinforcement condition introduced the

incentive of comparison with other boys and the awarding of

points in addition to light reinforcement for longer response
times.

A fourth training group, the Tangible Reinforcement

group, was presented with the incentive to win a desired chosen

prize in addition to light reinforcement for longer response
times.

The groups were trained in one 20-45 minute session,

one to three-weeks after the initial

I'.IPF

presentation.

An

immediate LTF posttest followed the training.
The effectiveness of the training procedures was shown

by a gradual increase in response latency across trials for
all Ss in all conditions of treatment.

In addition, Briggs*.

findings were replicated to the extent that the training experience, for subject groups (combined treatment conditions),

appeared to be less successful in making Impulsives become
reflective than in mailing Reflectives even more so.

Except

for the Achievement situation, all treatment conditions pro-

duced greater latency changes in Reflectives than in Impulsives
or Middles during training.

In the Achievement Reinforcement
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situation, Impulsives increased their response
latencies
slightly more during training than did Reflectives.
The

differences were not significant however, and the
results
thus indicate that one treatment is not more
appropriate
than any other for inducing longer latencies in
Impulsives
or Reflectives.

With regard to the

I^iFF

posttest, Weinberg noted that

Impulsives increased their latencies and decreased their
errors v/hile Reflectives decreased their latencies and in-

creased their errors.

He attributed these effects to statis-

tical regression and stated that because an untrained control

group was not included in the design, the effects of practice
and statistical regression to the mean could not be separated

from training effects.

Weinberg concluded by saying that

"contrary to Briggs* findings (1966), the present study did
not provide substantiating evidence that delayed latency

training necessarily generalizes to posttraining M?F time and
error scores.

Furthermore, the introduction of varied types

of reinforcement and incentive conditions did not significantly

alter the influence of training on posttest time and error

performance" (Pp. 55-56).
Modifi cation of R-I

Scannin .g st rategies

;

In all the studies discussed above,

except Ridberg, Parke, and Hetherington (1971

)i

modification

has emphasized inhibition of impulsive responding but has not

specifically offered more efficient visual scanning techniques
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or strategies for approaching problems.

igations (Albert, 1969; Egeland

dc

Three recent invest-

Rutner. 1970; and Nelson.

1968) have attempted to do just that.

Albert (1969) adminis-

tered the MFF to a group of second and third-grade
boys and
girls to select a sample of Impulsive children. In

a second

session, the Impulsive children were administered the Word

Discrimination subtest

(V/D)

of the Monroe Reading Diagnostic

Test, and the Visual Decoding (VD) and Visual Motor Association
(VMA) subtests of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abil-

ities.

Sessions

3

and k viere devoted to half-hour training

periods on the Design Matching Test (MD) used by Kagan.

This

test consists of one standard and 12 variants, for each of 70
test items.
1

Three groups of Impulsive Ss were formed.

Group

was trained in delay using a procedure similar to that of

Kagan, Pearson and V/elch (1966b).

Ss were told to look over

all the stimuli carefully for 15 seconds before responding.

Group 2, the Scanning Group, was trained to look back and forth

between each comparison design and the standard and to systematically eliminate each incorrect alternative before responding.

Responding was also not allowed before 15 seconds had elapsed.
The E demonstrated the procedure to be used with the first

practice item by pointing back and forth betv/een each comparison design and the standard and stating how the
V/hen the

tv/o

differed.

correct design was reached, E announced that he would

skip it and rule out the others first to be sure that he v/ould
be correct.

The S went through the same procedure on the

2k

second practice item while E corrected
any mistakes.
S started the first test item
he was told

When

that he no longer

had to point back and forth, or explain
how each variant was
different.
He was reminded however, to cross
out each wrong
design before giving his response, to look
back and

forth, and

to carefully look at all parts of the
design.

Group

3,

a

control group, received no training; Ss were
only instructed
to find the matching design.
For most Ss the MFF and the Visual Decoding (VD)
task

were readministered one day after the training
session.

following day the

V/ord

The

Discrimination (WD) and the Visual

Motor Association (VMA) subtests were given again.
held on the average 37 days after Session

third administration of the

ViFF

6,

Session

?,

was devoted to a

and a new form of the Design

Matching (MD) training task.
In general, Albert found significant effects for the

Scanning Group on response latencies and less potent effects
for errors on the

hlFF

posttests.

The Scanning Group had sig-

nificantly greater increases in response latency than the other
two groups between MFF-1 and MFF-2.

No group differences were

found for recognition errors between the first and second MFF

administrations.

The influence of training kO days earlier

was evidenced by group differences between MFF-1 and MFF-3.
The Scanning Group showed significantly greater latency

increases than both other groups v/hilo both the Scannins- and

Delay Groups showed significant decreases in errors over the
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Control Group.

Albert attributes the fact that there was a

decrease in

errors between MFF-1 and MFF-3 and not betweeen

I'FF

MFF-i and MFF-2 to the possibility of Ss having learned
the

variants by the third administration of the same MFF stimuli.
He suggests that if two posttraining assessments are
employed,

use should be made of different MFF stimuli.

The finding that

training in delay did not lead to significantly longer latency
increases than that obtained by Control Ss is contrary to

results reported by Kagan et al (l966b).

Albert attributes

this discrepancy to a procedural difference betv/een the invest-

igations.

Kagan e^ al allowed only one response and did not

inform the Ss as to whether or not they were correct, possibly conveying the idea that they

v/ere

making fewer errors.

This may have reinforced the tendency to delay which did not

occur when Ss were informed of their responses as in the

Albert investigation.
With regard to the other tasks, it was found that there
was no affect of training

ization

V/D,

VD, and

pulsive on the

V.FF

VM.

on-

the three measures of general-

Thus, Ss who were classified as

Im.-

before training became significantly less

so than nontrained Ss, but only on the MFF.

They remained as

Impulsive on the other, types of discrimination tasks.

Egeland and Rutner (1970) compared two training techniques,
one of which involved a specific scanning strategy, for their

effectiveness in modifying latency and error scores on versions
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of the MFF.

Second-grade, Impulsive, boys and girls
were

given four 30-Tninute training sessions
during a seven day
period. These sessions were carried out
in

groups of four

children.

In the Delay Training Group. Ss were
told to take
at least 10-15 seconds before giving
responses to several

kinds of exercises involving visual matchto- sample tasks,
inductive reasoning tasks and similarities and
differences
tasks.

No other instructions were offered as to
how to use

the delay interval.

In the Scanning Training Group. Ss were

told that it would be easier to get more correct answers
to the

exercises by following certain rules.

The rules that were

taught involved 1) strategies of looking at all the alternatives and standards of the match-to-sample tasks before making

responses;

2)

abstracting individual components of the alter-

natives and comparing these for similarities and differences
across all the alternatives before eliminating any incorrect
ones; and 3) successively eliminating alternatives based on

an analysis of the component parts until only the correct al-

ternative remained.
a new

WF

One day after the final training session

test was administered, and another version was ad-

ministered after seven to nine days.

Control groups that

received no training were retested after the same inteirvals.
The results indicated only partial success for the Scanning

Training Group.

All groups showed latency increases although

Ss in the Scanning Group increased in latency on the initial

posttest and the delayed posttest more than the other groups.
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However, there was not a corresponding
decrease in errors for
the Scanning Group.
This result must be tempered by the
fact
that there was also not an increase in
errors as was displayed
by all the other groups. The Scanning Group
made the
same

number of errors on the initial and delayed
posttests while
the other groups significantly increased
in errors.
Thus,

scanning training was relatively successful in
modifying the
Impulsive conceptual tempo. One factor that must
be taken
into account in interpreting these results is the
fact that
the new versions of the MFF used for the two
posttests appeared
to be more difficult than the initial version used for
pre-

training.
The final study in which a specific scanning strategy was

trained is that of Nelson (1968).

Fourth-grade boys ranging

in age from 9-1 to 10-5 years were initially classified as

Impulsive or Reflective on the KFF admininstered in an apparatus similar to that of Siegelman (1969).
lov/ed for the

This apparatus al-

measurement of visual observing responses.

During

the first session, the WISC Picture Arrangement (PA) subtest

was also presented and latency and error scores were recorded.
Six to ten days after Session 1, a 20-minute training session

was admininstered to a group of Reflective and a group of Im-

pulsive boys.

The training was directed solely at teaching S

the Reflective strategy of search; that is 1) finding the dif-

ference betv/een alternatives before checking back

v/ith the

stand-

ard for confirmation, selection, or elimination; 2) looking at
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all the alternatives before choosingj
and 3) devoting a larger
proportion of "looks" at the alternatives
relative to "looks"
at the standard.
At no point in the training instructions
was
a time factor introduced.
The training task made use of
four
sets of the complex geometric line drawings
employed in earlier

studies by Briggs (1966) and Weinberg
(1968).

The control Ss

(both Reflectives and Impulsives) were exposed
to the training
stimuli but without any systematic training in
the Reflective

strategy.

One week after the training session, a
10-minute

review was given with two new complex line drawing sets.

This

was followed by the second administration of the MFF and the
Wise PA.
Before training was instituted, Nelson found observing

response frequency and duration scores similar to those reported
by Siegelman (1969).

Impulsives typically ignored 2i times

as many alternatives per item as did Reflectives and also

displayed a greater biasing of their attention in addition to
more errors and faster response latencies.

Irrespective of Ss classification, all trained Ss sig-

nificantly increased the number of observing responses to the
MFF stimuli.

Trained Ss looked more often and for longer periods

of time at the standard, at alternatives, at the longest ob-

served and chosen alternative.

Impulsive Ss were induced more

than Reflectives to become less biased, i.e., to look less

frequently and for shorter durations at the stimulus they chose
in comparison to the other stimuli in the array.

Reflectives
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responded to the training in terms of being more
careful
rather than improving their already unbiased
strategy.

They

engaged in more redundant scanning and double
checking.
Training also had the effect of inducing the
Impulsives to
behave in a manner similar to the untrained
Reflectives on
several of these observing response variables.
The prediction that both time and error scores
on the MFF

would be affected by the training was partially confirmed.
The effects were most dramatic for the time variable
and for
the Impulsives.

Error scores were less affected, especially

among the Reflectives, who already had low error scores. Both
error and latency scores on the WISC PA were essentially unchanged as a result of training.

Training a specific scanning strategy has thus been shown
to be an effective procedure for modifying an Impulsive con-

ceptual tempo.

This kind of training, in contrast with training

in delay or training through modeling or direct reinforcement

procedures, has been most successful in influencing both response

latency and recognition error scores on the MFF.

In only one

of the training studies reported however, has there been gener-

alization of training to a measure other than the MFF.

Briggs

(1966) found that latency but not errors on the WISC Picture

Arrangement subtest was influenced by her training procedures.
Most of the investigations have been unsuccessful in demonstrating transfer to tasks other than those at which training has

been specifically directed.
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A Cross-r/odal Measure of R-l:

Hapti n-V isual r^atohin.- Task

(HVr^ ^

Kagan et al (1964) designed the Haptic-Visual
Matching
test (HVM) -in order to inquire whether the
dimension of impulsivity derived from completely visual
tasks (DRT or MFF)

would generalize to a situation in which the
initial comprehension of the stimulus was obtained through a
different
modality. A second rationale was that this test
furnished an
objective index of a scanning time. For the time
S

took to

explore the wooden form could be regarded as a measure
of the
amount of time taken to comprehend the new stimulus"
(Pp.

26).

25-

In this task the child first explores haptically
a figure

approximately three inches square, to which he has no visual
access.

objects.

The figures are geometric objects as well as familiar

After an unlimited exploration time,

S

withdraws his

hand from behind a curtain and is presented with a visual array
of five items.

It is his task to visually select the object

that was previously explored by hand.

The latency to the first

choice, the number of errors over the 20 items, and the pal-

pation time (time taken to explore the haptic standard) are
recorded.

Kagan (1965a) presents data indicating a high degree of

generality of the R-I dimension across the MFF and the HVM.
This is evidenced by intercorrelation coefficients for MFF and

HVM response times and HVM palpation times that range from
to .87 v;ith a median coefficient of .64.

This data

v/as

.61

gathered

on four samples of children from the first through the third-
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grades and for both sexes.

In addition, response times on the

HVM are as highly correlated with errors
on the MFF as MFP
response times. For example, the association
between response
time and errors on the KFF is -.65 for Grade
2 boys and
girls;

the correlations between response time on
HVM and errors on

MFF are -.63 and -.50 respectively.

Kagan considers this cross-

task consistency between response time on one task
and errors
on a second as persuasive evidence for the existence
of a

stable conceptual tempo.

Although the R-I dimension has now been measured using
a visual task and a cross-modal task, there have been no in-

vestigations which have measured the dimension in the haptic
domain.

Kagan has shown fairly high correlations between per-

formance on the visual KFF and the cross-modal HVM, but there
has been no investigation correlating performance on a visual

matching-to- sample task
matching-to-sam.ple task.

v/ith

performance on a purely haptic

Researchers often take measures on

haptic tasks because they are assumed to reflect underlying

processes similar to those on visual tasks.

This point of view

is clearly expressed in a paper by Zinchenko and Lomov (196O).

They believe that "a detailed comparison of tactile and visual

perception and an explanation of those- features of motor behavior common to both hand and eye will help towards an under-

standing of the basic functions of the movements of receptor

apparatus"

(p.

1^).

Zinchenko and Lomov concluded, after a

comparative analysis of the tracking movements of the hand and
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eye, that many similarities exist in the
motor behavior of the

tactual and visual systems.
The present investigation also compares the
visual and

haptic systems.

The comparison is made, however, not of
visual

and haptic perception per se

sion of R-I.

,

but along the conceptual dimen-

A Haptic Matching Task (HCT) is developed to

measure the R-I dimension in the haptic modality.

Pilot data

on nine Ss v/ith a mean age of 8-7 years, who were administered

both the MFF and the HMT, indicated correlations comparable
to those reported by Kagan for the MFF and the HVM.

A correla-

tion of -.61 was found on the haptic task for latency and errors.
This correlation is within the range reported by Kagan for the

KFF (-.40 to -.65).

In addition, correlations of .66 and .61

respectively were found between latency on the MFF and the HMT
and errors on the same two tasks.

The strength of these cor-

relations attests to the feasibility of studying the R-I dim-

ension in the haptic modality.
Cross-Modal Transfer
Cross-modal transfer (CMT) refers to the ability to transfer information gained through one sense modality to problem

solution in another modality.

The success of the transfer ap-

pears to be dependent upon the type of the task, the phylogenetic
level and the developmental level of the organism.

The

scarcity of evidence for CMT in animals has been taken as
support for the necessity of language as a mediator for transfer to occur.

Reports demonstrating CMT in monkeys (Blakeslee &
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Gunter. 1966; Wilson & Shaffer,
1963). however, preclude the
necessity of language for transfer,
although they do not rule
out the possibility that language
may be one of several factors
likely to mediate CMT.
In fact, Blank and 3ridger
(196^1) have

distinguished two types of CMT. one in which
language appears
to be necessary (cross-modal concepts)
and one which is independent of language (cross-modal equivalence).

For example.

Blank and her associates (BlarJc & Bridger,
1964; 1966; Blank,
Altman, & Bridger, 1968) have shown language
to be important
for transfer of concepts such as number,
but is not necessary
for transfer of recognition of identical forms
across modalities
This latter type of transfer (equivalence matching)
has been
shown to be dependent upon the developmental level of
the S

(Birch & Lefford, 196?; Butter & Zung, 1970; Connors,
Schuette,
& Goldman, 196?; Rudel & Teuber, 1964).

In addition to cross-modal equivalence matches and cross-

modal concept transfer, CMT has been shown to occur across dimensions.

Blank and Klig (1970) using nursery school children,

Tyrrell (1970) using first-graders, and Bloom and Moore (I969)

using 12 and 13-year olds, have all shown that transfer of dimensional information (forms, sizes, and textures) does occur

between two sensory modes (vision and touch) in normal children.

Smith and Tunick (1969) however, failed to demonstrate

transfer across dimensions in a group of retarded children.

When the same form or texture cues were involved the transfer
of problem solution across modalities was as good as performance

3^

on control problems which required the
use of the same sense
modality throughout. When only information
about the dimension relevant to task solution was
available, there was no

evidence of transfer among the retarded
children.
Several theorists have recently presented
ideas concerning
the mediator of CMT.
Gibson (1969). Bjorkman
(1969) and

Goodnow (1970) have all suggested that CMT is
mediated by invariant properties of stimuli across modalities. They
have

speculated that common properties of stimulation,
dimensional
relations, and distinctive features are shared by modalities
and these cross-modal invariants are capable of detection
in

not one, but in several and possibly all sensory modes.
The Present Study

The present study was the first to investigate the R-I

dimension in the haptic domain.

It compared data on the micro-

structure of this dimension in the haptic modality with data

previously reported for the microstructure in the visual modality.
For this comparison, data was collected on the Haptic Matching
Task for the observing response variables analyzed by Siegelman
(1969) and Nelson (1968) for a visual task.

These variables

included measures of the frequency and duration of palpations
of the standard and the alternatives.

No specific hypotheses

regarding these attention deployment variables were offered,
although it was thought that results comparable to those of
the visual modality would be found.
The study also compared training of the same Reflective
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cognitive strategy to Impulsive
Ss in two modalities, the
haptic and the visual.
Training was assessed for its
effectiveness in modifying latency and
recognition error scores as well
as for influencing the attention
deployment strategies of the
Impulsives. Finally, training was compared
for its ability
to transfer across modalities.
Would haptic training
on a

haptic match-to-sample task transfer across
the modality to
affect performance on a visual match-to-sample
task?
And,

would visual training on a visual match-to-sample
task transfer
cross-modally to affect performance on a haptic
match-to-sample
task? These questions are concerned with the
cross-modal transfer of training and represent a further attempt
at elaborating
the concept of cross-modal transfer.

Transfer has been dem-

onstrated cross-modally for equivalence matches, concept
learning, and dimensional learning, however, no investigation
has

demonstrated cross-modal transfer of a cognitive strategy.

It

was the intent of this investigation to demonstrate such an
effect.

Based on the ideas presented above by Gibson, Bjorkman,

and Goodnow, it was hypothesized that symmetrical cross-modal

transfer of training would be found with haptic training affecting latency and error scores on the visual task and visual train
ing affecting these variables on the haptic task.

This trans-

fer was hypothesized to occur because the Reflective cognitive

strategy is a way of approaching problems which is invariant
across modalities for similar types of problems.

Therefore,

if an S is trained in the use of this strategy in one modality.
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he should be able to transfer this training
to another modality.
The same strategy can be applied to task
solution in several

modalities.
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CHAPTERII
IvTETHOD

Subjects

Ninety-eight third and fourth-grade boys were initially
selected from three public elementary schools serving rural

communities in western Massachusetts and located within a
15 mile radius of each other.

Only boys v;ere employed be-

cause of the greater consistency of results shown by boys
in previous studies and the greater comparability of this

sample to other similar investigations (Siegelman, 1969;
Nelson, 1968),
The 98 Ss were administered both the hatching Familiar

Figures test (MFF) and the Haptic Matching Test (HMT) in an
initial testing session.

Thirty boys

v/ere

pulsive on both these tasks and these Ss

additional meetings.

classified as Im-

v/ere

seen for

tv/o

The mean age of the initial sample was

9-2 years with a range of 8-2 years to 10-10 years.

The final

sample had a mean age of 9-0 years and a range from 8-3 years
to 10-^ years.

Instruments and Apparatus
Pre- an d Po st-test

T.-FF

:

The MFF is the visual discrimin-

ation task originally developed by Kagan et al (196^) and most

frequently used to classify Ss on the R-I dimension.

It in-

cluded a set of line drawings of familiar stimulus objects
(boat, teddy bear, house, etc.) consisting of a standard and
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six very similar alternatives.

The S chose the one alternative

that exactly matched the standard.

There were two practice

items followed by 12 sets of test items.

Each set of items

was xeroxed from Kagan's original manual,
encased in clear
plastic and presented in a large looseleaf
notebook.
f^:^:::-i^l-Iost::tes

The

KF:T

is the haptic discrim-

ination task developed by the E to be comparable
to the visual
discrimination ry'FF. The task consisted of selecting
the one

geometric form from among five highly similar forms
that

matched a standard.
by ten test sets.
placed between

S

Two practice sets of items were followed

Vision was precluded by means of a screen
and the forms.

The screen was made out of

painted plywood and stood 22i-inches high and 45-inches across.
The S could reach the forms by placing his hands through an

opening 8|--inches high at the bottom of the screen.
was covered with a black curtain to prevent

S

The opening

from seeing the

forms.
A l-inch high formboard, ^2-inches long, and containing

five 7/8-inch square holes evenly placed along its length,

was located behind the curtain.

The holes in the formboard

housed the five alternative forms.

A shorter board, with a

single, centered hole to house the standard, was attached and

centered directly above the long formboard.

One-and-one-half-inch long pegs, 3/^-ii^ch square, were
attached to the bottom of each of the forms used in the HMT.
These pegs were inserted in the square holes and served as a

.
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pedestal to retain the forms above the surface
of the board
so that S could easily feel around their
contour.

The square

pegs also prevented the forms from changing their
orientations.
The test stimuli were 10-sided forms cut out
of i-inch

masonite and generated according to a technique developed
by
Lawrence and LaBerge (1955). The technique involved
plotting
10 pairs of randomly generated one digit numbers on a
5 X

5

array and connecting the coordinates with straight lines to

enclose a compact area.

Four variants of each of the 10

standards

v/ere

0 and 360

(degrees) for each coordinate.

constructed by randomly selecting numbers between
Each coordinate was

then shifted |-inch in the direction represented by the random

number and rejoined by straight lines.
a duplicate of the standard.

The fifth variant was

Drawings representing samples of

these forms can be found in Appendix 3.
The two practice items of the KMT were also fashioned out

of 1-inch masonite but were simple geometric forms designed to
be easily discriminable
A final piece of apparatus associated with the HKT

v/as

an

11-inch square, sloping panel which housed seven response buttons.
Six buttons were placed in positions corresponding to the holes

on the formboard with the seventh button placed lower and off
to the left side.

The buttons were v/ired to event pens of an

Esterline-Angus recorder and
palpating a form.

v/ere

depressed by E whenever

The seventh button

v/as

S v;as

used to indicate

the beginning and end of each of the test's 10 items (i.e.,

;
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total time).

Visual Training;:

The visual training materials were

adopted from Nelson (1968).

Six sets of complex geometric

designs in the form of line drawings served as
stimuli.

These

designs were intended to simulate the MFP in its
format and

match-to-sample qualities.

A standard, five highly similar

alternatives, and one alternative that was a duplicate of
the

standard comprised each set of designs.

The alternatives dif-

fered from the standard by the presence or absence of one
line segment.

Each design was drawn with dark pencil on white

paper and then glued individually to pieces of posterboard

3V4-inches by 4i-inches.

The designs v/ere covered with clear

plastic to protect them from S*s constant handling.

Examples

may be found in Appendix C.
Haptic Tr aining;

The six sets of stimuli used for the

haptic training task were fashioned in the same manner as that

used for constructing the HMT pre- and post-test stimuli.
stimuli for training, hov/ever,

v/ere

made more difficult.

The

This

was accomplished by making the variants less discriminable
the original coordinates v/ere shifted only |-inch rather than

i-inch in the randomly selected direction.
variants that

v/ere

alike one another.

This resulted in

more similar to the standard and also more
Sample items are found in Appendix D.

All

other apparatus for the haptic training sessions was the same
as for the KMT pre- and post-testing sessions except that the

Esterline-Angus set-up

v/as

not employed.

^1

Design

Each Of the 98 Ss of the
initial sample was individually
administered the r.'PF and the HMT
in one session.
From this
initial sample Ss were chosen
for further study

on the basis
Of their mean response
times and their total recognition
errors.
Impulsives were selected from
those Ss who scored
below the group median on time
and at or above the m.edian
on
errors, while Reflectives were
chosen from those Ss who scored
at or above the median on time
and below the median on errors.

Thirty Ss classified as Impulsive
on both the visual and
the haptic tasks were seen for
two additional meetings.
These
Ss were assigned to one of three
groups and received either
Reflective strategy training procedures
or control procedures
in a second session.
The three groups were as follows:

1) the

Visual Group (Group V) where Ss received
Reflective scanning
strategy training in the visual modality;
2) The Kaptic Group
(Group H) where Ss received the same
strategy training but in
the haptic modality; and 3) the Control
Group (Group C) where
Ss manipulated the same stimuli as the
Ss in the training groups
but were not taught a specific scanning strategy.
A third

session was devoted to readministering the MPP and the

Ki.iT

to

the three treatment groups.
As a supplement to the response time and recognition

error measures, observing response data were also collected
for all Ss during the first administration of the

HiMT,

These
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data were used to compare the haptic
responses of Impulsive
and Reflective Ss.
In addition, data on haptic
observing
responses were collected during the second
administration of
the HMT for those Ss given additional
treatment.

These data

were obtained to compare the effectiveness
of the three treatment conditions in modifying haptic attention
deployment.
The data were also compared with that of
natural Reflectives
observed in the first session.
Procedure
The 98 boys of the initial subject pool were
each indiv-

idually administered the

^'FF

and the HMT in the first session.

The order of task presentation

v/as

counterbalanced for each S.

Pre-traininp; MFF; The notebook containing the xeroxed U?F

items

v/as

propped up such that the page containing the standard

stimulus was directly facing S while the page with the six

alternatives was flush with the desk.

The S was asked to find

the one alternative that exactly matched the standard.

The S

recorded the latency to the first response and the total number
of errors per item while S was searching for the match.

watch, hidden from

latency measure.

S* s

A stop-

view, was employed in obtaining the

A maximum of six errors per item was allowed

before E offered the correct choice.

Instructions

;nay be

found

in Appendix A.
Pre -training

m

/Tt

On the HMT, S

v;as

also instructed to

find the one alternative that exactly matched the standard.
The E again recorded the latency to the first response and

^3

the total number of errors
per item.

per item was allowed before E
told

A maximum of six errors

S of the

correct match.

This maximum was possible since
Ss could call out the same incorrect alternative more than once.
In addition, the EsterlineAngus was employed to obtain information
about the frequency
and duration of haptic observing
responses to the standard and
the alternatives.
These responses were recorded until S
made his initial choice on each trial.
The Ss were not informed
that their haptic movements were being
recorded nor that they
v/ere being timed.

Each of the 10 correct alternatives on the HKT
was ran-

domly assigned to appear two times in the five
possible locations along the formboard.
The instructions for administering
the HMT appear in Appendix A.

Assig rjgent of Ss for Treatment!

administrations of the ITF and the
and

Hm),

HI.IT

Following the initial
(hereafter called

i:!FFl

Ss were classified on the R-I dimension using the

dual criterion basis of latency and errors.

Those Ss on

iV.FFl

who were below the median of l6 seconds latency and at or above
the median of ? total errors were classified as Visual Impul-

sives, and those Ss who were at or above the median of l6

seconds response time

said

below the median of

were classified as Visual Reflectives.

?

total errors

On the HMTl

,

those Ss

who responded faster than the median of 32 seconds and made
or more total errors v/ere classified as Haptic Impulsives,

while those

v/ho

responded at or slower than the median of 32

11

.
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seconds per item and made less
than the median of 11 total
errors were categorized as
Haptic Reflectives.
On the MFF. it was found that
37 of the original 98 Ss
could be classified as Impulsive
and the same number as Reflective.
On the HOT. 41 were classified
as Impulsive and
35
as Reflective.

Thirty Ss who were classified as
Impulsive in both modalities were matched on age and
latency and errors for both MFFl
and HMTl.
An attempt was also made to
balance the Ss on intelligence level although the same
intelligence test scores
were not available for all Ss. These
Ss were then assigned to
one of three groups:
Visual (Group V), Haptic (Group H). or

Control (Group C)

Approximately five to six-weeks after administration
of
MFFl and HMTl

,

Reflective training and control

instituted for the 30 Impulsive Ss.

procedures were

Group V Ss received a vis-

ual Reflective training procedure, Group H Ss
received the same
•training in the haptic modality, and Group C Ss
received control procedures.

Visual Training:

The training program in the visual modal

utilized six sets of geometric designs.

Four sets of stimuli

were utilized in one 20-minute session with the remaining two
sets used in a 10-minute review session just prior to the post-

training assessment.
The E placed the first set of training stimuli on the desk

and worked together with S in finding the alternative that

^^5

matched the standard.

"

This was done .y focusing
on the first
two alternatives to discover
their similarities and
differences
When they were discovered
to be different, the
standard was
Checked for confirmation or
elimination of the incorrect
alternative. The E and S continued
to make comparisons among
pairs of alternatives, removing
the incorrect ones until
only
the alternative matching the
standard remained. Throughout
the entire procedure, E
verbalized a Reflective strategy
to S,
"We want to find out as much
as we can about each design
before
we are sure that it is the wrong
one; we want to find the dif-

ference between these two designs
first and then go back to
look at the one on top to see which
one is more like it."

At

no point in the procedure was
a "time factor" introduced to S
in the instructions.
For example. E made no remarks such
as
"Look a long time," "Take your time to
find the right one," or
"We have a lot of time to find the
exact one." Training was

devoted solely to teaching

S

the Reflective search strategy,

i.e., 1) finding the difference between
alternatives before,

checking the standard for confirmation, selection,
or eliminationj 2) looking at all the alternatives before choosing;
and
3)

devoting a larger proportion of "looks" at the alternatives

relative to "looks", at the standard.
The E allowed

S

to solve the second set of designs by him-

self although verbal reminders were presented to check between
the alternatives first and then back with the standard, and

not to remove any design until it was positively incorrect.
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On the third set, E and S
again worked together in finding the match to the standard.
However, this time the incor-

rect alternatives were not removed,
but remained in their
positions on the desk, and were verbally
reviewed each time

another one was discounted.

S

was again reminded by E to employ

the Reflective search strategy.

On Set ^. S worked alone in eliminating
the incorrect alternatives.
Once again, all alternatives remained
on the desk
and were reviewed each time another
was eliminated.
Verbal
instructions on how to get the correct answer
the first time

were also reviewed.

The instructions for visual training ap-

pear in Appendix A.

Haptic_Trainir^

The haptic training program was compar-

able to that employed for visual training.

Six sets of stimuli

were used in the training procedure with the first
four sets
employed in a 20-minute training session and the remaining

two

sets used for a 10-minute review session just prior to
retesting.
•The procedure adopted for haptic training was identical
to that

for visual training with the substitution of the appropriate

changes for the different modality.

training appear in Appendix
Q2L:^J^.^.Ilocedurei

Instructions for haptic

A.

The Ss in the Control group manipulated

the same stimuli as the trained Ss. however, they received no

systematic training in the Reflective search strategy.

One-

half of the group manipulated the visual stimuli while the

other half manipulated the haptic stimuli for an equal amount

^7

of time as the yoked trained Ss.

Instructions for Control Ss

can be found in Appendix A.
One week after the 20-minute training and
control sessions
a 10-minute review session was given.

view followed that used for Sets
tions may be found in Appendix A.

3

The procedure for re-

and 4 of training.

Instruc-

A three-minute break was

given after the review session followed by the second administration of the MFP and the HMT (MFF2 and HMT2).

The order

of task presentations for these administrations was counter-

balanced.

Reliability of scoring

;

Two response-button panels were

wired to the Esterline-Angus apparatus to check on the scoring
procedure for haptic observing responses.

Each individual

haptic response for 21 Ss was recorded by two Es with a re-

sultant Pearson Product Moment reliability coefficient of .99.
This high correlation attests to the reliability of the pro-

cedure for recording haptic observing behavior.

CHAPTERIII
RESULTS
Of the 98 Ss in the original sample,
7^ could be classified as Impulsive or Reflective on KPFl
.
On HMTl
it was
,

possible to classify 76 Ss as either Impulsive or
Reflective.
As an indication that the MFF and the HMT
were measuring the
same R-I dimension, it was found that
57 Ss were put in the
same category on the two tasks while the other
Ss may have

been classified in one category on one task and may
have been
unclassifiable on the second task. There were only four
Ss

who were categorized as Impulsive on one task and
Reflective
on the other.

Intercorrelations for the total initial sample, and for
the reduced sample that was classifiable on

for latency and errors on the two tasks.

HI.lTl

,

were computed

The correlations of

.6^ for latency on MF?1 and HMTl and of .66 for errors on MFFl

and

Hm

for the total sample attest to the cross-task con-

sistency of the two tasks measuring the R-I dimension.

The

values for the reduced sample are even higher, .69 and .72 for
latency and errors respectively.

All these values are slightly

greater than those presented by Kagan (l965a) for correlations

between MFF and the cross-modal Haptic-Visual Matching task
(HVM).

These high correlations taken together with the data

indicating consistency of classification give support to the

notion that the

tv/o

tasks were measuring the same dimension

in two different modalities.

.
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Correlations of -.61 for the total sample and -.65
for
the reduced sample were found for latency
and errors on

MFFl

These values are within the range reported by
Kagan for the
MFF and are slightly, lower than the values of
-.72 and -.77
(total and reduced samples) recorded for latency
and errors

on HMTl.
ZigljCaining. D ata - HMTl

;

The microstructure of the R-I

dimension in the haptic modality was investigated by comparing
Impulsives and Reflectives on several variables of attention
deployment.

These variables were previously employed by

Siegelman (1969) and Nelson (1968) in their investigations
of the microstructure of the visual R-I dimension.

Differ-

ences in attention deployment for those Ss classed as Impulsive
(M=4l) and those classed as Reflective (N=35) on HMTl can be

found in Tables

1

through 6.

These differences were assessed

for a total of 2k variablesl before training procedures

v/ere

instituted. .The first three variables (Table l) can be called

validity indicators and show that Reflectives did have significantly longer latencies (total time

- T-^),

times (time actually manipulating the forms

longer palpation
- Tp),

and made

fewer errors over the 10 items than did Impulsives.
Tables 2 and

3

also indicate that Reflectives made more

and longer paJ.pations on all absolute measures of observing

many variables 1.2 can be expected to reach the .05
level of significance by chance.

Iv/ith this

f

J
^

'I
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Table

1

V&liflity IrdicEitorc for H?.:?!
for Tmpulsivo and Reflf^ctivo Subiect:

Irnpulr^ive
,p^^^-,

iterr

^.

^

('^'-o)

S-i o-r.i

—

.

f ^ oor.c^>

20. 70

77.81

9.02

<:,001

'

1^.15

69.1^7

8.70

< ,001

6.59

5.66

l/f-.OO

< .001

ov'jr

10 it^rns

'Tirfio

t-valiie

ti^n^-V

^^^^^

Krroro

^22:11

(T^)^

Palpation

Roflectivo

1

is GxpresGed in sccordg
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ftean ruTTber of

Obcervir? Ronponses per Item

for Impulsive and Reiflectivo

Impulsive Roflectivo
ill£^I!

Fie

Sii".\TRcts

t-va'! uo

c^rce
"Level

Si .-ri fi

an

^l-3^>

11.70

8.?6

<.001

l'^^5

^^'•.16

7.11

<

.

001

Pa

?-72

7.5/..

9,08

< .001

^1

1.^10

3.03

9.33

<.00i

00

2,73

8.82

<.001

'J-

P = total

ru-'roer

of palpation^ or

obr-er^'-i--.'^

resr)or:peF;

palpations of standard
P

'

a

=

•^1"

palpations of alternatives
palpat: ons of '^ost often felt alternative

palp? tiers of chosen alternative
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Tablo

3

Wear DDratior of Obsorv.i
Respor>/^.r9
jtom
^or Tmpi!lc:ive and Roflective Subjects
n.-'-

Impulr?ivo

RefXect.We

t-value

"

____

oaroP
"tovpT ^'

Si o-ni

-^^

-^s

^'.76

2«.6l

a

o
>-09

/}0,89

'^1

5.29

1,7.26

8.50

< .001

-e

^-.39

1^1-.

76

8.16

<.001

7.75

< .001

tijne

sper.t or

stardard

t3rin

spent

al torrati ve s

T]_"

tir.o

sper.t on

lor..f;;9st

T^---

t^T.e

spent

chosen alternative

T^^^--

or-

on.

<.00l

obsorved alternative
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behavior

(P.

P3.

P,.

p,

.

,
,

^ ^

^^^^^ ^^^^

iables are defined in the
accompanying tables.
Because of the large baseline
differences between Reflectives and Impulsives on all
absolute measures of observing
behavior, ratio variables were
calculated which took into
account these differences. These
ratios are percentage scores
and compared the groups with respect
to how the total amount
of attention was actually deployed.
It can be seen from Table
4 and 5 that Reflectives devoted proportionately
fewer palpations and less palpation time to the
standard, to the most
often manipulated alternative and to the
alternative finally
chosen.
In addition, Reflectives devoted
proportionately more

frequent palpations and longer manipulation
times to the alternatives than did the Impulsives.
The two groups were also compared for the
number of Al-

ternatives Ignored (Ai).
the Reflectives,

it was found that in comparison to

the Impulsives ignored more than twice as

many alternatives per item (mean
t = 8.07,

I

= 2.79 vs mean R =
1.33;

d.f. = 1,71^, p<.00l).

All the differences reported so far for haptic attention

deployment of Impulsives and Reflectives are congruent with
those presented by Siegelman (1969) and Nelson (1968) for

attention deployment on a visual measure of R-I.

Three other

variables were investigated (Tp/P, Tg/Pg, and Ta/Pa). These
were concerned with the mean duration of individual observing

responses in contrast to the other variables which were con-
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Selective Categories of r/iean Frequercv
of Ol-cr^rviro"'
Henpon-GG Kxpreoseci as Percenta-es of^
TotaT
tor .Impulsive and Reflective Snh.iects

Irr.Tiiil

sive

['•'"ear

Ref lo c tive
Me an

Pg/P
61

J 19

t-va.lue

If^vel

3^1.93

2.26

-.025

9?

2.26

-^.025

5.55

<:.ooi

5.99

<

6^1

.

55. B3

Po/Pa

37.13

P3/P

Sio^nif icar.ce

percenta.^^e of total

palpations of the

.001

T)alr)ations represented hv

stardarri.

Pjj/P ^ percenta,^;e

of total eal^ationr; represented by
paJ.pations of the alternatives

^'l/^a^ percerta"-e of ealeati ons of

tlie alternatives
represented by palpations of the nost often
felt alternative

Pc/l'a~ percentage of pelpatiens of the alternatives
represented by palpations of the cho-^en al-

ternative

Tablo

Selective Categories of f'car Duration, of
Or-o,-.-n,-ReGponser, Expressed as Percentar-es of
^ota?
fo^ Inpulsive arrt Reflective Suhiectr
'

Impulsive

Reflective
-

rp

/,p
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t-vaU-e

f-^ear

'M .2 3

3. 50

51.33

58.73

3.53

a

59.^1-5

^'3.55

T /'Tn

^9 96

-C:/

J/

-p

,

.

'^"s'^'-

n

"^a./'-'r)

'

""

Si^ni-icar-c
"
Level

<

.

001

<. 001

< 001
.

37.21

-''-.6?

<

.

001

P^^centagG of palpation tiv--e re^rere -vced
tir.e palpatiri^^ the standard

~ percenta.?rc of palpation ti'-'^e
rer-resented
tir:e palT)a.tinp: the a.l torrativeG"

bv

pence nta^re of ti'rne palnatin?- the altennati.ve
represented by tiine' pali')atin?r the Ion-Test
observed alternative

-^_/'-g

~

'^c/'-a

~ percenta^To

re ore sen. ted

tern active

of
b"^'

tirr,e

tin'C

palnatin.?^ the alt-'^rrat^ ve
nainatl^''^ t'""^ r>'.-r^~.r^p pT-
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cerned with the mean responses
per trial. Results for these
variables can be found in Table
6 and indicate that
Reflectives
spent more time per palpation
on all stimuli including
both
the standard and the
alternatives.
In summary, the findings
reported for the pretraining
data
suggest a highly biased attentional
strategy on the part If
the Impulsive Ss.
Impulsives seem to favor palpating
the standard. the most often observed
alternative, and the alternative
finally chosen. In addition, they
do not sample all of the

alternatives before making a response.

Reflectives. on the

other hand, devote a more equal
proportion of their time to
the alternatives and ignore fev/er
of them before responding.
Training and Cross-Modal T r ansfer Effects
^^.^,J[:ll"jri:::

and_Errori.Sc^^

Prior to the institution of the train-

ing procedures, the three Impulsive
groups were equated for
both latency and error scores on LlFFl and
HMTl .
Data for these
variables were again collected for the second
administration
of the two tasks.

Figures

1

and 2 portray the mean scores

(pre- and post-training) for latency and recognition
errors

on the MFF and the HMT.

Control Ss were found to increase an

average of only .82 seconds per item and decrease an
average
of 1,2 total errors on the MFF while the Visual and Haptic
Ss

both increased about 11 seconds (Group V

-

10.^ sees.; Group

H - 11.5 sees.) and decreased about 8 total errors

8.1 errors;

Group H

-

8.^ errors).

On the

HIviT,

(Group V -

Group C Ss in-

creased an average of .37 seconds per item and decreased 2.6
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Tab 1(5 6
¥e3.T)

por Observing; RGs"oor.se^
pp^-j T>^f-],,,^^yy^
Subjects

Dura.tior.

for TirpLiisiYo

Inpuln.iv'''

Reflective

t-value

Tear!

fP

/V

^..2 3

3.91

'^/Fc;

5.67

7.79

2.82

'''aAa

3»^^T

5.'»-3

5.20

~ duratrori

per palpatio?-; of all

T^/P^=

d.ii'^at^on

T,.,/P^-

di;ratior. oer

per

;i

car.cs

level

^^39

T^/P

SliT.i f

"r^alpa t^ or.

cf'

<:.00l

<,001

stirr.u]i,

the star.dardi

in ceconds
in secord

Daloation of the al terra ti

seeords

''Calculated separately or each item for each r-jvibject, ard
then averafred over items ard subiecto for each r^rouo.
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total errors while Group V Ss increased
11. 9 seconds and
decreased 3.6 errors and Group H Ss increased
kk.Z seconds
and decreased 10 errors.

Percentage change scores for these latency
and error
measures were used to determine the effectiveness
of training
in the same modality and the transfer of the
training across
modalities. These scores were derived by dividing
the dif-

ference between the values on the first and second
test by the
first test values. Preliminary tests for order of
presentation
of the two tasks indicated no significant differences
and the

data were pooled for all further analyses.
Table

7

presents the mean percentage change scores for

latency on the MFF and the HMT.

A log transform was performed

on these scores due to heterogeneity of variance among the
three treatment groups on the HMT.

A

3

(treatments) X

2

(mo-

Table 7

Percentage Change on MFF and HMT Latency
Scores for Three Treatment Groups

Group

MFF

HMT

Control

7.1f^

9.kfo

Visual

113.15^

59.1^

Haptic

119.7^

296.8^

dalities) repeated measures analysis of variance was performed
on the transformed latency scores and indicated significant

treatment (p<.00l) and interaction effects (p<.02).

A summary

6i

of this analysis is found in Appendix E,

Dunn's Multiple Comparison Procedure (Kirk,
1969) was

used to investigate the significant interaction.

It was found

that there were training effects and asymmetrical
transfer of
training effects with regard to latency scores. The
training

effects were reflected in the finding that both trained
groups
showed greater increases in latency for their respective
task

modalities than those exhibited by the Control group.

That

is, visually trained Ss showed a significantly greater
increase

in latency than Control Ss (p<.01) on the MFF; haptically

trained Ss showed a significantly greater increase in latency
than Control Ss on the HMT (p<.01).

The asymmetrical transfer

was indicated by the fact that the haptically trained Ss also
showed a greater increase in latency than Control Ss on the
NIFF

(p<. 01) while the visually trained Ss showed no comparable

increase on the HMT.

Group H Ss

v/as

The training received by Group V and

equally effective in increasing latencies on

the MFF, but not in increasing latencies on the HMT.
The findings for percentage change scores for errors were

similar.

Table 8 presents the mean data for these measures on

the MFF and the HMT.

Analyses again showed significant treat-

ment (p<'.001) and interaction effects (p=.05).
is summarized in Appendix F.

transfer effects

v;ere

This analysis

Training effects and asymmetrical

also found for error scores.

On the MFF,

haptically and visually trained Ss decreased their errors

significantly more than the Control Ss (p<.01) and the training
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modalities were equally effective.

On the HMT. haptically

trained Ss showed a greater decrease in
errors than Ss of the
visually trained (p<.05) or Control groups
(p<.01) and the

latter two groups did not differ.
Table

8

Percentage Change on MFP and HiVT Error
Scores for Three Treatment Groups

Grouo

MFP

HMT

Control
Visual

-57.9^

Haptic

-62.1^

"56,0%

It thus appears that Reflective training in the haptic

modality was a more effective procedure for modifying both
latency and recognition errors than was visual Reflective
training.

Visual training was effective in modifying latency

and errors on the MFF but did not transfer across modalities
to the HMT.

Haptic training, on the other hand, was effective

in modifying latency and errors on the HMT and also transferred

across modalities to effect these variables on the MPF.

Attention Deployment of Posttrai ned Impu lsives and
Pretrained Reflectives

;

Since training has been demon-

strated to produce changes in latency and recognition errors of
Impulsive Ss, another question of concern was the extent to
v/hich

attention deployment measures on the

HIv^T

Prior to training, the three treatment groups

could be modified.
v/ere

equated

.
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for latency and error measures.

They were not, however,

matched on the large number of variables
associated with analysis of the microstructure of the haptic R-I
dimension.

Therefore, preliminary analyses were carried out to
determine
whether differences existed on these other attention
deployment

variables.

Analyses of variance indicated that the three Im-

pulsive groups differed significantly on three of these
variables.

Group

than Group H.

felt the chosen alternative (Pc) more often

C

In addition, Group V spent a significantly long-

er time per palpation on all stimuli (Tp/P) and on the standard

(TsAs)

"than

did Group C.

All other pre training differences

between the three Impulsive treatment groups were not significant.

A summary of these analyses appears in Appendix G.

To ansv/er the question of whether training had the effect

of inducing Impulsive s to behave more like natural Reflectives

in attention deployment, the posttraining scores of the 30

Impulsive Ss were compared with the pretraining scores of the

natural Reflective Ss.

Five Ss v/ere randomly eliminated from

the initial sample of 35 Ss classified as Reflective on HMTl
The remaining 30 Reflective Ss were randomly distributed into

three groups of 10 Ss per group.

These were labeled the

Control-Reflective Group (Group C-R), the Visual-Reflective
Group (Group V-R) and the Haptic-Reflective Group (Group H-R)
to correspond to the three treatment groups.

Reflectives

v;ere

The natural

balanced for latency and errors prior to

assignment to these groups and preliminary analyses were

64

carried out to determine if they
were balanced on the attention deployment variables. These
analyses indicated that
the groups were matched on all but
one variable.
Group C-R
was found to spend more time on the
most often palpated alternative (Ti/Ta) than Group H-R. A summary
of these analyses
is found in Appendix H.
Figures 3a through

9

graphically represent the mean values

of the posttraining KMT2 scores for the
three treatment groups
and the pretraining HL'Tl scores for the three
natural Reflective
groups.
Analyses of variance were performed on these
measures

followed by Dunn's

I.-ultiple

Comparison Test.

tains a summary of these analyses.

Appendix

I

con-

All reported significance

values are at the .05 level except v;here explicitly stated.
Figure 3a indicates that the Haptic trained Ss responded
sig-

nificantly more slowly than the Control Impulsive Ss
(p<.01),
and as slowly as the natural Reflectives. Hov.'ever, the Visual
trained and Control Ss (p<.Ol) continued to respond faster

than the natural Reflectives.

For total amount of errors, it

can be seen (Fig. 3b) that the Haptic trained group made sig-

nificantly fewer errors on the HMT2 than both the Visual trained
group and the Control Impulsive group (p<.Ol) and no more
errors than the natural Reflectives.

The Visual trained and

Control groups, meanwhile, shov/ed no decrease in errors after

treatment.
Three of the five variables concerned with the mean number
of haptic observing responses per trial are shov/n in Figs.
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lie

to be significant.

The Haptic trained group showed
a

significantly greater number of total
palpations (P), number
of palpations of the alternatives (Pa)
(p<.01) and number of
palpations of the most often felt alternative
(Pi)

than did

the Control Impulsive group and was no
longer significantly

different from the natural Reflectives on these
measures.
a matter of fact,

As

the Haptic trained group surpassed the nat-

ural Reflectives in mean number of observing
responses on these
three variables.
The Visual trained and Control groups
also

increased in observing responses sufficiently enough to make
them nonsignificantly different from their Reflective counterparts.

No significant differences were observed between the

six groups on the variable concerned with the number of pal-

pations of the standard (Pg).

On the final variable within

this set, Pc, Group H was found to palpate the chosen alter-

native more frequently than Group C.

This result is in sharp

contrast to pretraining differences which showed a significant
difference favoring the Control group and thus illustrates the

effectiveness of haptic training in influencing this variable.
Group K surpassed the natural Reflectives in mean number of

observing responses for this variable also.
Figures 5a through 5e illustrate the relationship between

treatment conditions and the natural Reflectives for the five

variables concerned- with the mean duration of observing responses
per trial.

For total palpation time (Tp), time on the alter-

natives (T^) (p<. 01), time on the longest felt alternative (T^),
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and time on the chosen alternative
(Te). the Haptic trained
group was superior to the Control
Impulsive group (and the
Visual trained group for T^) and
no different from the natural
Reflectives. The Visual trained and
Control groups remained
significnatly different from the Reflectives
on all of these
variables. On one other variable of
this set. T,, the Control
Impulsives spent significnatly less time
on the standard than
the Control Reflectives (p<.01) but
no other significant differe nee s were found.
It can be seen in Figs. 6a - 6d that
the Haptic trained

group was significantly different from both
the Visual trained
and Control Impulsive groups (p<.01 except for
difference between Groups H and V on F^/P^) on the four
ratio variables re-

garding the frequency of observing behavior.

Group H was no

longer different from the Reflective groups and even
surpassed
them on all of these variables. Groups V and C also no
longer

differed from the natural Reflectives, except on the Pi/Pg
•

variable, as they altered their observing behavior sufficiently enough in the direction of the Reflectives.
The Kaptic trained group, as can be seen in Figs. 7a - 7d,

was also significantly different (p<.01) from both the Visual

trained and Control groups on the four ratio variables con-

cerned with the percentage duration of total observing responses.
For Tg/Tp and its complement T^/Tp, only the Visual trained

group was significantly different from its natural Reflective

counterpart Group (V-R).

For the Tc/T^ variable, only the Con-
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trol group remained above the
Reflectives (p<,01). The
fourth variable of this set
(Ti/Ta) also indicated that
Group H was different (p<.01) from
both Group V and Group C.
Comparisons with the natural Reflectives,
however, were difficult to interpret due to significant
differences among the
Reflective groups.

Figures 8a through 8c graphically represent
the findings
relating to the mean duration per haptic
observing response.
On two of these variables, (Tp/P and
Tg/Ps) there were no dif-

ferences among any of the groups.

These variables were diffi-

cult to assess, however, due to pre training
differences among
the treatment groups.

The third variable, Ta/Pa, indicated

that Group C was non-signif icantly different from
the two

trained groups, but was spending less time per feel on
the al-

ternatives than was Group C-R.
The final variable that the training procedures were

designed to influence is that of A^, the mean number of alternatives ignored per item.

As can be seen in Fig. 9,

this

variable showed clear differences among the treatment groups

with the Haptic trained Ss ignoring fewer alternatives than
either the Visual trained or Control Ss (p<.01) and as few as
the natural Reflectives.

Groups V and C, in turn, ignored

more alternatives than the Reflective groups (p<.Ol).

It thus

appears that haptic training was the only effective procedure
for modifying Impulsive Ss* extensiveness of scanning on the
HF/'T.
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CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION
The HMT was devised to be comparable
to the MFF as a
measure of the Reflection-Impulsivity
dimension.
The high

intercorrelation coefficients reported for
response latencies
and recognition errors in the two modalities
attest to the

cross-task consistency of this dimension.

Cross-task consis-

tency is given more support from the data showing
that

58^1

of

the initial subject population was classified
in the same cat-

egory on the two tasks while less than 5^ of the initial
pop-

ulation was classified in one category on one task and
the
other category on the second task. Finally, the comparability
of results on pretraining attention deployment variables
for
the MFF (using data from Siegelman (1969) and Nelson
(1968))

and the HKT also highlights the consistency and generality of
the R-I dimension.

Impulsives and Reflectives displayed different task strategies in solving the haptic match-to-sample task.

Pretraining

differences were found betv/een these two groups for all the

attention deployment variables.

All absolute measures of fre-

quency and duration of palpations on the HMT favored the Reflectives.

They palpated the standard, the alternatives, the

most often felt, and the chosen alternative, more often and for

longer periods of time than did the Impulsives.

Ratio variables,

which took into account these absolute differences and indicated
how attention was actually deployed, showed that Reflectives

•
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spent a smaller percentage of
their total time on the
standard
and a greater percentage of their
time on the alternatives.
Reflectives also spent a smaller
percentage of their total
time on the most often palpated
alternative and the chosen
alternative. These results held as well
for frequency of
palpations

Impulsives and Reflectives were also
found to differ on
the Ai variable, the number of
alternatives ignored per item.
This is one of the most compelling indicators
of an attentional
bias among Impulsive Ss. and showed that
these Ss ignored more
than twice as many alternatives per item
as did Reflectives.
It was characteristic of the Impulsives
to feel one or two of
the alternatives and concentrate all of
their time on them while

neglecting to manipulate the others.

Reflectives, on the other

hand, canvassed the array of alternatives more
thoroughly and

systematically, typically feeling about four alternatives
before making a choice as to which one matched the standard.
They appeared to be looking for similarities and differences

between the alternatives and checked back with the standard
for confirmation or elimination.

This strategy of ignoring

fewer of the alternatives and spending more time on them relative to the standard resulted in more correct responses.
A final class of differences between Impulsives and Re-

flectives concerned the mean duration of individual observing
responses.

Reflectives devoted more time per palpation to all

stimuli including the standard and the alternatives.

The re-
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suit for time per palpation of all
stimuli is in accord with
that presented by Siegelman
(1969) for visual stimuli, while
that for time per palpation of the
alternatives agrees with
data from both the Siegelman and
Nelson (1968) studies. Nelson,
however, found that Impulsives spent
more time per "look" at
the standard while Siegelman found
no group differences for
this variable.
Nelson attributed his results to the
fact that
"Impulsives are centering and prolonging
their attention
on a

single and/or salient feature of the standard
to the neglect
of its other important aspects, and by so
doing, distort their
reasoning. The Reflective child, on the other
hand, appears
more able to take into account features which
can balance and

compensate for the distorting, biasing effects of the
single,

prolonged centration"

(p.

62).

Thus. Reflectives are able to

make more correct judgments although they spend less
time attending to the standard. The findings of the present
study,

that Reflectives spend more time attending to the standard,
may be attributed to the fact that recognition matching is more

difficult in the haptic modality than in the visual (Birch &
Lefford. 196?; Butter & Zung. 1970; Connors. Schuette. & Goldman. 1967).

Because of the greater difficulty of haptic tasks

and the more cautious attitude exhibited by Reflectives on

match-to-sample tasks. Reflectives spend more time on all stimuli.

They respond more slowly and deliberately when palpating

both the standard and the alternatives and ultimately make fewer errors.

Impulsives haphazardly feel the standard and one
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or two alternatives and
blurt out their' response
They
seem unconcerned with searching
for a correct match to the
standard, but appear to be simply
playing a guessing game with
E.
For this game, all that is
necessary is a cursory examination of the standard and a quick
guess of an alternative.
The main purpose of the present
investigation was to explore the effect of Reflective training
in modifying
.

the

strategies employed by Impulsive boys.

The cross-modal trans-

fer of visual and haptic Reflective
training on latency and
recognition error scores was also a major
concern.
The success of training is reflected
in the finding that
both of the trained groups exhibited
greater increases in

latency and decreases in errors for their
respective task modalities than those exhibited by Control Ss.
Haptically trained
Ss increased more in latency and decreased
more in errors than

Control Ss on the HMT.

Visually trained Ss increased more in

latency and decreased more in errors than Control
Ss on the
MFF.

It is thus seen that training in the same modality
used

for testing is effective in modifying the two most frequently

employed variables for classifying a

S as

Impulsive or Reflec-

tive.

Regarding the question of cross-modal transfer of training,
it is seen that there were some unpredicted results.

tioned above, haptic training

latency and errors on the HMT.

v/as

As men-

effective in influencing

It also transferred across

modalities to affect these variables on the MFF,

Visual train-
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ing, on the other hand, while
effective' in modifying latency

and errors on the visual task, showed
no such effect on the
haptic task.
It was originally hypothesized that
the training effects

would transfer symmetrically across both
modalities.
was thought to occur in accordance with the

This

theoretical notions

expressed by Gibson (1969), Bjorkman (1969) and
Goodnow (1970)
who all believe that cross-modal transfer is
mediated by in-

variant properties of stimuli which are capable of
detection
in several and possibly all modalities.

Symmetrical transfer

of training was therefore hypothesized because the same
Re-

flective scanning strategy was taught in both modalities and
this is a particular cognitive style or approach to solving

problems which transcends both modalities.

The results of the

present investigation suggest some qualifications for the above

interpretation of cross-modal transfer since Ss who were
taught the Reflective scanning strategy in the haptic modality
were more successful on the cross-modal task than

v/ere

Ss

taught the same strategy in the visual modality.
A hypothesis combining task difficulty and motivational

level can be offered to explain the asymmetrical tranfer effects
It is likely that the haptic task was more difficult than the

visual task.

Many Ss commented that the HMT was a harder and

a more enjoyable game because it

v/as

not often that they got a

chance to match things v/ithout being able to see them.

They

stated that the HMT was difficult and therefore were more

8?

cautious when playing it.

ix.e

to the greater difficulty
of

the haptic task. Ss may have
become more involved in the task
and more attentive to the
stimuli.
Training in the haptic

modality may therefore have been
more successful.
Several investigators (Denner &

Cashdan. 196?; Goodnow.

1970; Kerpelman. 1967) have shown that
manipulation of stimuli,
which takes place in the haptic
modality, often leads to im-

provements in discriminatory performance.

Wolfgang (1971)

offered an explanation based on
increased attentiveness due
to manipulation to explain asymmetrical
order of presentation
effects of tactile and visual stimuli in
a concept identification task. Adults were given a concept
identification task

with two modes of stimulus presentation
(visual-tactual) and
two orders of presentation (visual first,
tactual

second, or

tactual first and visual second).

It was found that visual

concept identification was facilitated if it followed
learning
on the tactual task, whereas tactual concept
identification
.showed no facilitation when it followed visual learning.

These

results held for both mean errors and mean time to solution.

Wolfgang suggested that Ss approaching the tactual task first,
became more involved and sensitized to the conceptual task by

actively handling the tactual objects and coming into direct
contact with the relevant information.

visual task

v/ere

upon the screen.
their task.

In contrast, Ss on the

more passive in looking at the stimuli flashed

They did not become as actively engaged in

The finding of asymmetrical transfer in the

.
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present investigation, as a function of modality
of training,
may be similarly interpreted. Haptic training,
which causes
a more active involvement in the task and
acceptance
of the

Reflective strategy, leads to a subsequent use of
this strategy
in the visual modality. Visual training, on
the other hand,
with its more passive involvement, leads to a more
restricted
use of the strategy.

Asymmetrical effects have also been of interest in other
studies of visual and haptic cross-modal transfer (where

S

learns a discrimination first in one modality and then another)
and cross-modal matching (where

S is

presented with a stimulus

in one modality and is asked to match this with a stimulus or

stimuli in another modality).

Bjorkman (1969) has postulated

a simple model which predicts asymmetrical transfer between

the two senses with tactual-visual learning yielding more trans-

fer than visual-tactual learning.

The basic assumption of the

model is that touch and vision can register common information
In addition, the visual modality has a higher information ca-

pacity than the tactual modality causing asymmetry to arise
because the amount of common information covers a lar*ger pro-

portion of the total information in touch than it does in
vision.

Bjorkman states that "if the initial learning is per-

formed to the same level of correct responding (which

v/ill

re-

quire more trials v/hen training starts tactually) then, after
the change of modality, the subject starts at a higher level
if the initial training is tactual.

This would lead to an
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asymmetric effect when the t-v condition
is compared to its
opposite counterpart" (p. 18),
Many studies which have found
asymmetrical cross-modal
transfer have shown it to occur in the
direction predicted by
Bjorkman (Eastman, 196?; Garvill & Molander,
1968; Gaydos.

1956; Milne. 1968; Rudel & Teuber, 1963) although
there have
been several studies indicating transfer in
the opposite direction (Lobb, 1965; Blank, Altman, & Bridger.
1968).
Von V/right
(1970) sums up these findings by stating that "there
has always

been more transfer from the more difficult task
to the easier
task.

Thus,

in a study by Blank, Altman, and Bridger
(I968),

in which the visual task was the more difficult one,
there was
greater transfer from vision to touch than vice versa"
(p.

26),

It may also be possible to employ this explanation to
the cur-

rent results of transfer of training.

It is possible that if

a S receives his training in the more difficult modality

(haptic) he can transfer this training to the easier modality

(visual), but if training is received in the easier modality,

there is a lack of transfer to the more difficult modality.
It thus appears that the asymmetrical transfer of training

found in the present investigation is not uncommon and the

explanation proposed in terms of task difficulty and increased
involvement receives some corroborating evidence.
Training effectiveness in modifying

HiY.T2

attention de-

ployment was investigated as well as the modification of
latency and errors.

The posttraining HMT2 scores of the Impul-
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sive Ss were compared with
the pretraining HMTl scores
of the
Reflective Ss allowing for the
direct comparison of the training procedures with each other
and assessm.ent of whether
training induced Impulsives to
behave like natural Reflectives.
In general, the data show
that haptic training was a more
efficient procedure for inducing
a Reflective attentional strategy on HMT2 than was visual training.
Visual training
was.

for the most part, not any more
effective than Control procedures in modifying attention deployment.
Haptic training was
very successful in modifying the most
important variables
which characterize a S along the R-I
dimension. Furthermore,
haptic training induced Impulsive Ss to
behave very much like
natural Reflectives on most of the attention
variables and
often produced responses from Impulsives that
surpassed
those

of the Reflectives, although differences
were not statisti-

cally significant.

The finding that haptic training was the

most efficient procedure was not surprising as the
task used
for evaluation of training was a haptic task. The

data, how-

ever, are interesting in showing, once again, that
visual

training does not transfer across modalities, in this case
to
influence haptic attention deployment.
V/hen the

results

.of the

present study are contrasted with

those presented by Nelson (1968), it can be seen that haptic

training was as effective in modifying attention deployment
on a haptic task as visual training was in modifying attention

deployment on a visual task.

Nelson found that Impulsive Ss
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who responded on the lOT following
visual Reflective'training
had increased latencies and made fewer
errors.
They also

looked more often and longer at the standard,
at alternatives,
at the most frequently observed alternative
and at the chosen
alternative. Post-training ratio measures
indicated that
Impulsives looked less frequently and for briefer
durations at
the chosen stimulus in comparison to the other
stimuli in the
array.

Training also had the effect of influencing
Impulsives

to become more thorough and extensive in their
scanning behavior
as evidenced by a decrease in the Ai variable.

Finally, trained

Impulsives were induced to spend as much time per look at the

alternatives as the natural Reflectives did.
The results of the present study show that the same atten-

tional variables in the haptic modality were influenced by
haptic Reflective training.

Furthermore, haptic training also

induced Impulsives to alter the percentage of time and palpations on the standard, on the alternatives, and on the most

often felt alternative.

It remains for a future investigation

to research the effectiveness of haptic training on altering

the attentional strategies on a visual task.

A design similar

to that employed in the present investigation can be used

where measures of observing behavior in addition to latency
and error measures can be collected on a visual task.

Consid-

ering the cross-modal transfer effect of the haptic training
on latency and errors, it may be hypothesized that haptic train-

ing may also alter attentional measures on a visual task.
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As it now has been shown that
R-I is an important dimension in the haptic as well as the
visual modality, it may be
necessary to control for this variable
in future studies of

cross-modal matching.

Results of such investigations may

be influenced by the fact that
groups may not be balanced along
this dimension.
It is possible that a certain group
would

have more Impulsive Ss in it who would
ignore more alternatives

when attempting to recognize and match
stimuli.

This may re-

sult in poorer performance for this group due
to an uncontrolled cognitive style variable rather than to the
particular

modality condition under investigation.

It would be wise,

therefore, to balance for this variable in future
investigations
of cross-modal research.

Further extensions of the R-I dimension to other modalities
might also be illuminating.

It may be interesting to extend

the R-I dimension to the auditory modality and to develop an

auditory matching task comparable to the visual and haptic
tasks.

In this way performance in the three modalities could

be correlated to further investigate the stability and gener-

ality of the cognitive style.

An auditory measure of R-I

might be useful for future research in speech perception as
the visual measure has been of value in work with reading

behavior.
Finally, the effectiveness of the haptic training pro-

cedure of the present investigation has some practical application.

Since Ss can be categorized as Impulsive or Reflective
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on a haptio task, it „ay be
worthwhile to research this
dimension with blind Ss. Since
blind people read Braille
by feeling with their hands and
the possibility exists
that
errors are made in reading because
of an

Impulsive orientation,

it would be worthwhile to
investigate the possibility of

hatically training the Reflective
search strategy to Impulsive
Braille readers. An improvement in
the reading ability of thes
Ss following this sort of training
would be an important
practical aspect of the present investigation.
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY

Ninety-eight third and fourth grade
boys were individually
administered the Matching Familiar
Figures (MFF) test and
the Haptic Matching Task (HMT) in
one session.

These are

matching-to-sample tasks which measure an
individual's position on the Reflection- Impulsivity
(R-I)

dimensionj the MFF

measuring this dimension in the visual modality
and the HMT
measuring the dimension in the haptic modality.

Thirty boys

classified as Impulsive on both of these tasks
were seen for
two additional sessions.
These Ss were assigned
to one of

three groups and received either Reflective
scanning strategy

training procedures or control procedures.

One group of Ss re-

ceived Reflective strategy training in the visual
modality; a
second group received the same strategy training in the
haptic
modality; and a third group manipulated the training
stimuli but
received no specific scanning strategy training. One week
after
the training sessions,

the three treatment groups were again

administered both the MFF and the HMT.
In addition to recording latency and error measures on the

two tasks, observing response data were collected for a total of
22 variables of frequency and duration of attention deployment

on the two HMT 'administrations

.

These data on the haptic task we

used to contrast the three treatment groups as well as to compare

with attention deployment data gathered in previous studies
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employinfT the visual task.
It was found that Impulsives and
Reflectives utilize different task strategies when responding
on a match- to-sample
task in the haptic modality and the
strategies exhibited are
similar to those employed in the visual

modality.

Impulsives

were shown to bias their attention in favor
of palpating the
standard, the most often palpated alternative,
and the alternative finally chosen.
In addition, Impulsives were found
to
ignore more than twice as many alternatives
as Reflectives.

Reflectives were found to sample more of the total
array and to
devote a greater proportion of their time to the
alternatives.
With regard to the success of training, it was found
that

both trained groups increased their latencies and decreased
their errors for their respective task modalities over
those

exhibited by the Control group.

It was also found that there

was asymmetrical transfer of training.

Haptic training trans-

ferred across modalities to influence latency and error measures
on the visual task.

Visual training, on the other hand, was

only effective in influencing these variables in the visual modality, and did not transfer across modalities to effect latency

and errors on the haptic task.

A hypothesis combining task dif-

ficulty and motivational level was offered to explain the asym-

metrical transfer of training result.
Haptic training was additionally shown to be a very effective

procedure for modifying attention deployment on the HMT.

Visual
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training was. in general, not
any better than control
procedures
in altering attention deployment.
Haptic training was successful in modifying the most
important variables which characterize an S as Impulsive and
induced Impulsives
to behave like

natural Reflectives on many of
the variables.
The measurement of the R-I
dimension in the visual and
haptic modalities was discussed in
terms of guidelines for
future research on cognitive style
as well as cross-modal transfer research. A practical application
of the haptic training
procedure for use with blind Braille
reading Ss was also offered.

'
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Appendix

A-

Inntructions

Instructions for Fetching Familiar Fip;ures
am

"T

f^oinp;

to show you a pictMre of sornethia^r you know

and then some pictures that look like it.

You v/ill have to

point to the picture on this bottom page (point) that is
just
like the one on this top page

practice."

JT,

(point).

Let's do some for

shows practice items and helps the child to

find the correct answer.

"Now we are going to do some that

are a

You

i

i

ttle bit harder.

six pictures on the bottom.

wil.l

see a picture on top and

Find the one that is just like

the one on top and point to it."
E records the latency to the first response and the total

number of errors for each item.
praise.

If wrong,

If S is correct, E offers

E says, "No, that

is not the right one.

Find the one that is just like this one (point)."
to code responses

E continues

(not times) until the child makes a maximum

of six errors or gets the item correct.

Instructions for Hapti.c
"V/e

v.'ithout

are going to play a game

being able to see them.

curtain here (points).
forms."

L'^atchinpi.n

Task

v/hich you feel some

Thet is why we have this

Behind the curtain are

E takes ^'s hand

form.s

tv/o

rows of

and moves it over the forms to show

.

10k

their locations.

"The top

standard and the botto-n

rov;

identical to the standard.

has .just one form called the

rov/

has five forn^s, one of which is
I

want you to feel the forms and

find the one on the bottom row that exactly
matches the shape
of the standard on the top row.
You may feel the forms for
as

Ion,?;

wish,

as you like and may

bu.t

back and forth as often as you

you must use only one hand.

Rem.ember,

find the one

on the bottom row that matches the shape of the standard
on
the top row. Let's do some for practice."

practice items and helps
v/e

are

S to

E presents the

find the correct answer.

to do some that are a little bit ha>^der.

^^oino;

"Now

Remember,

use only one hand and find the one on the bottom row that

matches the standard on the top row."
E records the latency to the first response, the haptic

observing responses until the first response is made, and the
total number of errors for each item.

praise.

If

wconf^,,

E says,

"No,

If S is correct, S offers

that is not the ri£;ht one.

Find the one that is just like the one on the top row."

E con-

tinues to code responses (not times or observin-?^ responses)

until the child makes a maximum, of six errors or gets the item

correct
Instructions for Visual Training
"You and

I

are going to work together with the things that

I'm going to put on the desk,"

E places Set

1

on the desk with

the standard on top and two rov/s of three cards underneath.
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"You
loo!<

design here on top (pointing) and some
others that
a lot like it on the bottorn.
You are to find
f,eo

a

the one on

the bottom that looks exactly like the one
on top.
one dov/n here

Find the

(pointing) that exactly matches the one up
here.

Let's do this one together.

V/o

v/ill

try to find out as much

as we can about each design before we choose the
right answer.
V/e

know that there is only one on the bottom here that
looks

just like the one on the top,

so

lefs

look between these down

here to see how they are different from one another; then,

we'll take off the desk the one that is different unti]^ wo
find the right one.

Let's not throw any out before wo are sure

that is the wrong one,"
"Okay,

lot's look at these first two possible answers."

E comments on how each pair of designs are alike and how they

are different (one line segment), removes the design that is

unlike the standard, and continues in this manner until the

exact match is left on the desk.

"That's the way to get the

right answer the first time."
"Now let's see if you can do one by yourself."
the second set of designs on the desk.

S places

"Find the one down here

that looks just like the one on the top.

Renemiber,

find out

as much as you can about each design before you choose.

take any design off the desk until you are

wrong."

su.re

Don't

that it is

E watches S and instructs him to "look more times; find

differences between the possible answers, then take the design
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off the desk that does not exactly look
like the one on top;
give all the possible answers a chance to be
the rip;ht one;

find out as much as you can about each design
before you choose."
"^ow let's do another one top;ether.

This time we will

leave them all on the desk and not take any of the wrong
an-

swers off,"

E places the third set of designs on the desk.

"Remember, we want to find out as much as we can about each

design before we choose the right one.

Do not choose your

answer until you are sure that it is the right one.
look at these first possible answers."

Let's

E comments on how each

pair of designs are alike, how they are different, and reviews

with

S,

after each incorrect design is eliminated, the designs

that have been found to be unlike the standard and the potent-

ially correct designs remaining.

"V/e

want to look many times;

find differences between the designs then go back to look at
the one on top and do this for all of the designs before we

choose which one is correct. Let's look all across the possible

answers and not iust look at one or two of them."
"^iow you'

desi.?;ns

do this next one by yourself, leaving all the

on the desk.

Find the one on the bottom, that looks

just like the one on top."

E places the fourth set of designs

on the desk and rem.inds S to:

"find out as m.uch as you can about

each design before you choose the right one; don't throw any
desi?:n out until vou are sure that it is the wrong one;

more times; look

3.II

look

across the possible ansv/ers, not just at
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one or two of thom.

one."

and .^ive thorn all a chance to be
the ri^ht

E and S review the eliminated
and' remainin.c. designs

after each one is eliminated as in the
preceding set.

Instructions for liaptic Training;
"You and

T

are -oinp; to work with the shapes
that I'm

goinn; to put behind the

screen."

E places Set

1

in their

respective holes with the standard on the top
and the five
alternatives in a row in the front.
"You will feel

a shape

here on the top (E places S's hand on the
standard) and some

others that feel a lot like it on the bottom (touching
each
form in turn).

You're to find the one on the bottom row that

feels exactly like the one on the top.

Find the one of the

bottom five that exactly matches the one on the ton.

will

V/e

try to find out as much as we can about each shape before we

choose the right answer.

V/e

know that there is only one on

the bottom row that feels just like the one on the top,

so let's

feel between these two on the bottom to see how they are

different from one another; then we'll take out the ones that
are diff erent until we find the right one.
'

let's not take anv

out before we are sure that it is the wrong one."
"Okay,

let's feel these first two possible answers (E

places S's hand on the first two alternatives).

E comm.ents

.

on how each pair of shapes are alike and hew they are different,

removes the shape that is unlike the standard, and continues
in this manner until the exact match is left in its hole.

the way to get the rirrht answer the first time."

"That'
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let's see if you can do one by yourself."

"i:^ovv

the second set of forms in the^r holes.
the bottom
mernber,

rov;

E places

"Find the one in

that feels just like the one on the top.

Re-

find out as much as you can about each shape
before

you choose.

Don't take any shape out of its hole until you

are sure that it is wron^."
to "feel more carefully;

E v/atehes S and instructs him

find differences between the possible

answers, then take the shape out of its hole that does not
ex-

actly feel like the one on the top;

Fj.ve

all the possible

answers a chance to be the rirht one; find out as much as you
can about each sh?pe before you choose."
"riow

let's do another one together.

This time we will

leave them in their holes and not take any of the

wron.o;

answers

out." The third set of shapes are placed in their holes.
mem.ber,

"Re-

we want to find out as much as we can about each shape

before we choose the

ri.p^ht

one.

til you are sure that it is the

first two possible answers."

shapes are alike,

hov/

Do not choose your ansv/er unri.^;ht

one.

Let's feel these

K comments on how each pair of

they are different, and reviews with

S,

after each incorrect shape is eliminated, the shapes that have

been found to be unlike the standard and the potentially correct shapes remiainin^^.

"V/e

want to feel

differences between shapes and then

f^o

r:any

back to feel the one on

top and do this for all of the shapes before

that is right.

times; find the

v/e

choose the one

Let's feel all across the possible answers and
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not just one or two of thoni,"
"Wo'.v

you do this next ove

shapes in their holes.

"by

yoursoif, leaving;

al.l.

of the

Find the one on the bottom row that

feels just like the one on the top."

E places the fourth set

of shapes in their holes and reminds S to:

"find out as much

as you can about each shape before you choose the

ri.^^lit

one;

don't eliminate any shape until you are sure that it is the
v/ron^ one;

feel more times,

not just one or

tv/o

be the rir^ht one,"

feel all across the possible answers,

of them, and f^ive all of them a chance to
K and S review the eliminated and remaining

shapes after each one is eliminated as in the precedi

nq-

set.

Instructions for
Visual Traininj.^ Review Session
"Today, wc are going to do some more matchinp; of designs
RuO pictures.

Let's see if you can remember how to get the

answer right the first time, leaving all of the designs on
the desk."

E places the fifth set of designs on the desk.

"Let's find the one down here

(pointing) that looks just like

the one on top. Rem^ember, don't throw any design out until you

are sure it is

v/ror.g;

look many tim:0s between the possible

ansv/ers to see how they are alike and how they are different,

then check the one on top; look at all the possible answers,
not just one or two of
the right one;

thern,

and give them all a chance to be

find out as much as you can about each design

before you choose the right answer."
E places the sixth set of designs on the desk and allows
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work alone to find the correct match.

S to

Instructions for
Haptic Train.! n;^ Review Session
"Today, we're goinn; to do some more matching
of f^hapes.
I-et's see

if

you.

can remember how to

f^et

the answer rip;ht the

first time, leaving all of the shapes in their holes.

places the fifth set of shapes in their holes.

E

Let's find

the one in the bottom row that feels like the one on
top.

Remember, don't throw any shape out until you are sure that
it is wrong;

feel many times between the possible answers to

see how they are different and alike,

then check the one on

the top.

Feel all the possible answers, not just one or two

of them,

and give them all a chance to be the right one; find

out as m.uch as you can about each shape before you choose the

right answer."
E places the sixth set of shapes in their holes and allows
S to v/ork

alone to find the correct match.

Instructions for Control Task (Visu.al)
"Today, we're going to work together with the things that

I'm going to put on the desk."
"You see a design here
1;he

bottom.

ments

can

v/e

S places Set

1

on the desk.

(pointing) and some others dov-n here on

Let's see what kinds of other designs or arrangem.ake

on the desk,"

K and

S_

v/ork

together in ar-

ranging the de sings on the desk into different patterns.
control

S

is ^^iven the

same amount of

designs as the preceding experimental

tim.e

S.

Each

to m.anipulate the

Ill

"Mow you do one by yourself."
desif^ns on the desk.

E places the second set of

"You can make any kind of arransement

that you v/ant to,"
"Fiov/

let's do another one together."

S places the third

set of designs on the desk and works with

in n:aking arrange-

S

ments on the desk as with the first set of

desi,:?ns.

The fourth set is placed on the desk, and

alone in

S

ap;ain

works

any kind of arrano;eMient that he desires.

makin,p:

Instructions for Control Task (Haptic)
"Today, we are p;oin? to play with shapes similar to those
we pD.ayed with a few v/eeks

ar^o

.

In this game what we have to

do is pu.t the shapes into their proper holes.

You have to

the ordering of the shapes until you find out the cor-

chanc';e

rect order.

1

'

1-1

tell you when you are ri.^ht."

"Okay, let's start with these first. 5 places the first

set of shapes into the formboard in a random order.

into their proper order by lifting them out
are in now and reordering them.

the holes they

I'll help you with this one."

E and S manipulate the shapes for a
the previous experimental S.

of.

"Put them

tir-e

comparable to that of

E tells S he

i

correct v/hen that

s

time is reached.
I

"Okay,

nov;

try

th.is

second set yourself."

second set of shapes into the

until

I

f orm^board

.

S places the

"Reorder the shapes

tell you that you found the proper order."

"I;ow

let's try this next set together.

V/e'll try to find

the correct order by lifting the forms up and switching them
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S

to v/ork alor.G to find the correct
natch.

Instructions for
Haptic Traininr; Rev:iev./ Session
"Today, we're goinn- to do some more matching
of shapes.
Let's see if you can remember hov/ to get the
answer ri.o;ht the

first time, leaving all of the shapes in their
holes.

places the fifth set of shapes in their holes.

E

Let's find

the one in the bottom row that feels like the one
on top.

Remember, don't throw any shape
it is wronp;;

ou.t

until you are sure that

feel many times ()etween the possible ansv;ers to

see how they are different and alike,

the top.

Feel

of them,

then check the one on

all the possible answers,

not just one or two

and give them all a chance to be the right one; find

out as mu.ch as you can about each shape before you choose the

right answer."
E places the sixth sot of shapes in their holes and allows

work alone to find the correct match.

S to

Instructions for Control Task (Visual)
"Today, we're going to work together with the things that
I'm going to put on the desk."
"You see a design here
1;he

bottom.

m.ents

1

on the desk.

(pointing) and some others down here on

Let's see what kinds of other designs or arranq:e-

can make on the desk."

v/e

E places Set

E and S v/ork together

i.n

ranging the de sings on the desk into different patterns.
control

S_

is given the

ar-

Each

same amount of tim.e to manipulate the

designs as the preceding experimiontal

S.
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APPENDIX C (Contimed)
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APPENDIX C (Continued)

APPENDIX

C
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APPENDIX

C

(Continued)

Appendix D
Sample Haptic Training Items

Standard
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Appendix E
*

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Transformed
Percentage Change Scores for Latency

df

F

p-value

2

13.3^

.0002

Task Modality (M)

1

.08

n. s.

Error

27

T X M

2

Error

27

Treatment Condition

(T)

4.86

.015
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Appendix F
!inary

of Analysis of Variance for Percentage
Change Scores for Errors

Source

Treatment Condition

p-value
(T)

2

13.03

.0002

Task Modality (m)

1

2.80

n.s.

Error

27

T X M

2

Error

27

3.26

.05

.. .

Appendix G

Summary of One- Way Analysis of Variance
of Pretraining Attention Deployment Variables
for Three Impulsive Groups
(2,27

p

)

p~value

2.63

n. s

»96

n. s

Pa

2.31

n. s

Pi

1

p

s

1

.49

3.75

n.s.
<.05

.Oi^

n.s.

.86

n.s.

Ta

.7^1-

n.s.

Tl

.26

n.s.

Tc

.08

n.s.

P3/P

1.76

n.s.

P^/P

1.76

n.s.

Pl/Pa

2.81

n.s.

Pc/Pa

2.82

n.s.

Ts/Tp

2.12

n.s.

2.13

n.s.

TlAa

1.26

n.s.

^c/^a

.91

r

T

s

Tp/P

n.s
.05

^.58

<

^.96

<.05

Ta/^a

2.30

n.s.

Ai

1.79

n.s.

Appendix H

Summary of One-Way Analysis of Variance
of Pro-training Attention Deployment Variables
for Three Reflective Groups
.

LAZj211
p

AA O

p

Ezvalue
n.s

O o
2^7

n, s

.1/0

n.s

02^

n.s

.104

n.s

.002

n.s

522

n.s

.21?

n.s

OOo

n.s

'^j

•

s

p
p

•

p
c

.

^1

.

TX

n.s

0

p /p

1

P /p

1

»

^ O /C

n. s

oDO

n.s

V/p a

p.

n.s

P /P

n.s

m

/m

T/P

1

.

9^2

n.s

1

.9^2

n.s

3.655

<.05

2,131

n. s

.110

n.s

.260

n.s

.01?

n. s

1.2^^6

n.s

Appendix

I

Summary of Analysis of Variance of KV^^a Scores
for Impulsive s Versus HMTl Scores for Reflective

Variable
Source

df

p-va lue

Latency
Treatment Condition
Cognitive Style (C)
T X C

(T)

2
1

2

2.72
18.19
2.74

.073
.0002
.072

5.^4
33.^1
5.58

.007
.0000
.006

2.87
4.39
2.70

.064
.039
.075

.59
.066
.15

Errors
T

2

C
T X C

1

2

2
c

1

T X C

2

2

.67

C
T X C

1

3.42
1.93

T

2

2

C

1

4.64
4.66

T X C

2

3.03

T

2

C

1

.10
.12

T X C

2

2.32
2.40
2.55

T

2'

2.31

C

1

T X C

2

4.26
2.17

.10
.04
.12

.013
.033
.052

.085

Appendix

I

(Continued)

Variable
Source

T
C

T X G

df

2
1

2

T

2

C

1

T X C

2

£::ivalu£

2.6?
18,32
2.60

.

26

.076
.0002
.081

77

16.31
2.63

0003
079

5.07
16.53
2.35

.009
.0003

3.13
15.84
3.38

.05

2.73
19.89
2.22

.072
.0001
.11

7.80
2.93
3.16

.0014
.089
.049

7.80
2.93
3.16

.0014
.089
.049

To
T

2

C

1

T X C

2

.10

T-

T

2

C

1

T X C

2

T

2

C
T X C

1

T

2

C
T X C

1

2

2

T

2

C
T X C

1

2

.000/1

.04

Appendix

I

(Continued)

Variable
Source

T
C
T X C

—
2
1

2

F

p-value

7.57
10.82
3.^5

.001
.001
.038

6.22
7.17
3.17

,00^
.009
.0^9

10.51
3.80
3.65

.001
.053
.031

10.51
3.80
3.65

,001
,053
.031

.001
.0001

.001
.002
.030

a

T
C

2
1

T X C

2

T

2

C
T X C

1

2

Ta/Te
T

2

C

1

T X C

2

T

2

C

1

T X C

2

11.83
23.23
3.28

T

2

8.i^5

C
T X C

1

2

10.02
3.72

T

2

.51

C
T X C

1
2"

6.05

,0}lk

T
/T
•^C'' -^a

Tp/P

.99

.65
.016
.^8

Appendix

I

(Continued)

Variable
S ourc o

^

~

P-value

s

T
C

T X C

2

.69

1

3o9?

2

•

.58

.66

.049
.59

1.30
8.8?
1.23

.20
.004

11.89
17.27
5.25

.0001
.0002
.008

T /P
T
C
T X C

2
1

2

.

.21

Ai
T
C
T X C

2
1

2

